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Abstract
The growing awareness by certain countries, primarily eeveloping, o  the value o  their
cultural  heritage,  along with the commercializaton o  intangible gooes ane the in-
creasing propertzaton o  culture internatonally, have intensifee the eemane  or the
legal protecton o  works o   olklore. The eemaneeurs o  protecton are pushing  or the
aeopton o  a copyright-basee sui generis bineing internatonal instrument, whereas
major actors such as the USA, the EU ane Japan, are opposee to this possibility, sug-
gestng the utlizaton o  ezistng Intellectual Property law ane promotng natonal solu-
tons. The eiscourse aroune the protecton o   olklore is  uelee by policy antagonisms
ane  uneamental conceptual eiviees regareing the legal treatment o   olkloric works.
The Worle Intellectual Property Organizaton has been leaeing the eforts to reach a
consensus ane, since the aeopton o  the frst internatonal initatve in 1982, a big
progress has been maee in clari ying the objectves ane eefning the scope ane the
benefciaries.  However,  the  ratonales  o  protecton  ane  especially  the  means  to
achieving it are stll in  ueston. 
Keywores: Intellectual Property, Folklore, Internatonal Law
Preface
This eissertaton was writen as part o  the MA in Art Law ane Economy at the Interna-
tonal Hellenic University.
It aeeresses the legal protecton o  traeitonal cultural ezpressions at the inter-
natonal level ane contains an overview o  the main issues that arise. Beginning  rom
the terminology, it contnues to analyse the uneerlying reasoning o  protecton, inclue-
ing its aims ane objectves. Further on, it atempts to eocument ane assess the possib-
ilites o  protecton oferee by ezistng Intellectual Property law, as well as the aevant-
ages  ane  eisaevantages  o  a  sui  generis system  o  protecton.  The  stance  o  the
European Union is separately ezaminee, as it is among the countries opposing interna-
tonal protecton with important arguments against it. Finally, an atempt is maee to
recommene a balancee soluton.
This  eissertaton  woule  not  have  been possible  without  the  inspiraton  ane
guieance o  Mrs Irini Stamatouei ane without the treless support o  Mr Aris Gkiatas.
Eleni Lousiopoulou
05/21/2018
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Introduction
During the last eecaees, the eiscussion on the protecton o  traeitonal cultural ezpres-
sions (TCEs)1 that originate  rom traeitonal communites ane ineigenous groups has
gainee prominence internatonally in acaeemic circles ane policy-making  ora. Among
the reasons  or this are the new challenges ane opportunites arising  or Intellectual
Property (IP) rights through eigitzaton, increasee connectvity ane content-sharing in
the in ormaton society. Furthermore, moeern realites, such as the eztensive propert-
zaton o  culture, the commercializaton o  intangible gooes ane the socioeconomic e -
 ects o  globalizaton, have been consieeree to threaten the cultural heritage o  the
non-eominant cultures o  the worle.
The protecton o  TCEs has been a persistent ane uncompromising eemane o 
the eeveloping worle, chiefy o  countries in the A rican contnent, regareee as a mat-
ter relatee to mani ole interests o  natonal importance. The major anzietes o  the so-
callee  demandeurs o  protecton are the appropriaton ane ezploitaton o  their  olk-
loric ezpressions by thire partes, resultng in their cultural eeterioraton ane economic
eamage. These anzietes are  ollowee by concerns relatng to the inaee uacies o  tra-
eitonal copyright law to protect ezpressions o   olklore ane the subse uent neee to
create an appropriate legal  ramework that will respone to the partcularites o  the
subject mater. The later is re erree to as sui generis protecton in that it  eatures TCE-
targetee provisions, which can eliminate the gaps o  ezistng copyright law ane proviee
efficient protecton, ineicatvely by provieing  or ineefnite protecton ane ezcepton
 rom the re uirements o  originality ane fzaton.
The frst internatonal initatves  or the protecton o   olklore took place in the
‘70s by the Worle Intellectual Property Organizaton ane UNESCO, stll prominent in
the eforts to reach an internatonal agreement. The most notable are the Tunis Moeel
Law on Copyright  or Developing Countries o  1976, the Moeel Provisions  or Natonal
Laws on the Protecton o  Folklore against Illicit Ezploitaton ane Other Prejueicial Ac-
1Traeitonal cultural ezpressions (TCEs) are interchangeably re erree to as ez-
pressions o   olklore (EoF),  olkloric ezpressions, or simply  olklore.
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tons o  1982, ane the UNESCO Recommeneaton on the Sa eguareing o  Traeitonal
Culture ane Folklore o  1989. Although the a orementonee tezts are not bineing, they
have hae an important impact both in provieing guieance to the countries eesiring to
implement relevant legislaton at the natonal level, ane in eocumentng in a system-
atc manner the key-concepts o  protecton to be  urther stueiee ane eiscussee at the
internatonal level.
Although there is a wiee acknowleegment o  the intrinsic value o   olklore ane
the neee to protect it, no success ul atempt has been maee up to now to aeeress the
issue o  protecton at the internatonal level. This is partly owing to the  act that the le-
gal aspects o  protecton are  ragmentee in intellectual property, cultural, economic,
ane human rights regimes, but it is mainly eue to the ezistng major conceptual eifer-
ences between local traeitons ane establishee global law, ezpressing the values o  the
ineustrializee moeern societes. The protecton o   olklore raises serious policy issues,
as it concerns a subject mater traeitonally belonging in the public eomain, ane col-
liees with  uneamental IP concepts that are targetee to balance the interests o  the au-
thors in ezploitng their work with the neees o  society  or access to knowleege ane
promoton o  creatvity.
At the same tme, the countries eemaneing protecton put  orware important
arguments, such as their right to sel -ieentfcaton ane sel -eeterminaton, their right
to “cultural privacy”, translatng to their right to prevent certain sensitve  olkloric ez-
pressions, namely secret or sacree,  rom being eistortee or usee in a culturally inap-
propriate manner, or  rom being revealee without their consent. E ually prominent in
the eiscussion are concerns regareing the economic ezploitaton o   olkloric ezpres-
sions by thire partes in manners harm ul to the originatng community.
However,  the means o  achieving protecton are eebatable.  Specifcally,  the
neee  or a sui generis law is eoubtee, given the ezistence o  a number o  IP tools that
can proviee solutons, such as traeemarks, geographical ineicatons ane competton
law. Also, there are serious concerns that protecton might have a negatve impact on
the normal eevelopment o  traeiton, which is basee primarily on  ree use ane cultural
ezchange. Lastly, the solutons that have been proposee up to now are  uestonee as
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responeing poorly to the realites o  the eeveloping worle ane not emboeying aee-
 uate measures that will leae to sustainability ane ultmate empowerment o  the com-
munites concernee. These issues will be  urther ezaminee in the  ollowing ttles.
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Defining Folklore
Folklore is eefnee as the boey o  traeitonal belie s, customs ane stories o  a
community that are passee through the generatons by wore o  mouth or imitaton2.
The wore was coinee in 1846 by the Britsh writer William John Thoms3 ane eerives
 rom the wores filk meaning people ane lire meaning traeitonal knowleege ane be-
lie s, thus  olklore is the kniwledge if the peiple.
Despite the  eefniton’s  universal  spirit,  the term  olklore bears  several  con-
notatons a lot o  which are negatve. In  act,  olklore is perceivee by the western soci-
etes to a great eztent through what is culturally uneerstooe as its counterparts, such
as the noton o  midern,  civilized or  westernized4. It is linkee with the past, with the
non-moeern or uneevelopee, ane since it is chiefy transmitee orally, although not ez-
clusively,  it  is  opposee to transcribee,  systematc knowleege that  is  generally  con-
nectee with acaeemic eisciplines ane science. 
The vocabulary usee to eescribe the  olkloric cultural proeucton characterist-
cally eifers  rom the staneare wores we use  or the same works o  the eominant cul-
ture. Ezamples are craf versus art ane creator versus author. The wore  olklore has
largely become a syneceoche o  cheap, touristc ane banal proeuctons. This is proba-
bly one o  the reasons why the WIPO Intergovernmental Commitee has optee  or the
use o  expressiins if filklire insteae o  just filklire5. 
2‘Folklore’,  Oz ore  Dictonaries,  3/7/2018,
htps://en.oz oreeictonaries.com/eefniton/ olklore   
3‘Folklore’, Wikipedia, 3/7/2018, htps://en.wikipeeia.org/wiki/Folklore
4Christoph Beat Graber ane Mira Burri Nenova (ees), 2008, ‘Intellectual Prip-
erty and Traditinal Cultural Expressiins in a Digital Envirinment’,  Eeware Elgar Pub-
lishing Limitee, Cheltenham, UK, page 5.
5Christoph Beat Graber ane Martn Girsberger ‘Traditinal Kniwledge at the in-
ternatinal Level’, 2006, Luzerner Beitrage zur Rechtswissenschaf, Bane 11, page 247
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Contrary to the western perceptons ane realites,  or the eeveloping countries,
small communites ane ineigenous groups,  olklore is stll a vital part o  the social li e
ane everyeay actvity, vibrant ane ever evolving. This  uneamental  eiference is not
without complicatons  or the eforts to reach a common groune on the protecton o 
 olklore. The a orementonee eiviees are illustratve o  the conceptual eiferences be-
tween two worles. However, it shoule be notee that euring the last eecaees there is
global acknowleegment o  the importance o   olklore both as a historic source ane as a
contributng  actor to the evoluton o  our civilizaton. Also there is a revivee interest
 or  olklore’s aesthetc value, highlightng the importance o  its legal protecton.
In the  ace o  the current lack o  a legal tezt o  internatonal acceptance, there
is not yet uni orm terminology on the subject mater, but a variety o  eefnitons that
refect the  currently ezistng  policies  on the  protecton o  TCEs. Consensus over the
core terminology translates on consensus on the scope o  protecton ane its objec-
tves. There ore, it is a necessary coneiton in oreer to progress towares an interna-
tonal resoluton: “fnding a cimmin vicabulary in filklire aming stakehilders will
ultmately determine the capacity if an internatinal appriach6”.
The ezistng literature involves the use o  several terms, such as, among others,
 olklore, ezpressions o   olklore, cultural heritage, traeitonal knowleege, ane ineigen-
ous knowleege. For tazonomy reasons ane although the terms are  re uently usee to
mean the ezact same thing, it shoule be notee that the term expressiins if filklire is
more precise than just  filklire, since the later is associatee with the general ieea o 
 olkloric knowleege ane the relevant acaeemic eiscipline, whereas expressiins if filk-
lire stane  or the tangible or intangible mani estatons o   olkloric knowleege7.  Fur-
thermore, accoreing to WIPO, ezpressions o   olklore are a subset o  traeitonal know-
leege, which incluees “traditin-based innivatins and creatins resultng frim intel-
6Stephen Palethorpe ane Ste aan Verhulst, ‘Repirt in the Internatinal Pritec-
tin if Expressiins if Filklire under Intellectual Priperty Law’,  2000, Programme in
Comparatve Meeia Law ane Policy, University o  Oz ore, UK, page 6
7In the present paper the two terms are usee interchangeably  to mean the
same thing. 
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lectual  actvity  in  the  industrial,  scientfc,  literary  ir  artstc felds”,  ane traeitonal
knowleege is a subset o  the broaeer noton o  cultural heritage8. Lastly, ineigenous
knowleege re ers specifcally to the knowleege o  ineigenous people ane is similarly a
subset o  traeitonal knowleege.
Ezpressions o   olklore, also callee traditinal cultural expressiins (TCEs),, are o 
such variety ane eiversity, that the task o  ftting them to a strict eefniton is very eiffi-
cult. However, it is important to obtain a clear term that eistnguishes the protectee
subject mater  rom similar feles o  interest, in oreer to enable efficient ane targetee
protecton. From a pluralism o  opinions ane an e ual number o  eefnitons, it is worth
ezamining the eefnitons o  UNESCO ane WIPO.
Accoreing to UNESCO, “filklire (ir traditinal and pipular culture), is the tital-
ity if traditin-based creatins if a cultural cimmunity, expressed by a griup ir indi-
viduals and recignized as refectng the expectatins if a cimmunity in si far as they
refect its cultural and sicial identty; its standards and values are transmited irally,
by imitatin ir by ither means. Its firms are, aming ithers, language, literature, mu-
sic,  dance,  games,  mythiligy,  rituals,  custims,  handicrafs,  architecture  and  ither
arts.”9 
WIPO uses the term  traditinal  cultural  expressiins interchangeably with  ex-
pressiins  if  filklire ane eefnes  them as  “firms in  which traditinal  culture is  ex-
pressed”.  These  orms are “passed diwn frim generatin ti generatin,  [and]  firm
part if the identty and heritage if a traditinal ir indigenius cimmunity”10. Traei-
tonal cultural ezpressions (TCEs) may incluee  ineicatvely music, eance, art, eesigns,
8WIPO,  2001,  ‘Intellectual  Priperty  Needs  and  Expectatins  if  Traditinal
Kniwledge Hilders: Draf Repirt in Fact Finding Missiins in Intellectual Priperty and
Traditinal Kniwledge (199--1999),, Geneva, page 28
9UNESCO,  Recimmendatin  in  the  Safeguarding  if  Traditinal  Culture  and
Filklire, 1989
10‘Filklire’, WIPO, 3/9/3018, htp://www.wipo.int/tk/en/ olklore 
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names, signs ane symbols, per ormances, ceremonies, architectural  orms, haneicrafs
ane narratves, or many other artstc or cultural ezpressions11.
The eefnitons o  UNESCO ane WIPO are generally alignee ane it is worth not-
ing that they both have ezclueee wores which are closely associatee with copyright, as
namely the wore “wirks”, ane insteae re er to “creatins” ane “firms if expressiin”
respectvely, refectng a sui generis protecton approach. In an atempt to guarantee a
broae ane precise scope o  protecton  or TCEs they re er to both tangible ane intan-
gible cultural ezpressions ane proviee an enumeraton  that although is obviously in-
eicatve it sufficiently circumscribes the subject mater. 
Atenton is erawn by  the sharee  re uirement that the saie TCEs ezpress the
ieentty ane represent the values o  the community, which introeuces a  ualitatve cri-
terion that eesirably restricts the subject mater o  protecton. That is to say that not
every cultural proeucton coming  rom a traeitonal community woule  all uneer the
scope o  protecton, but only those which are characteristc o  a certain community’s
traeiton. O  course, as it has been accurately remarkee12, this characteristc linkage
between a certain community ane a given cultural ezpression may  ace interpretaton
problems13. 
A sine  ua non coneiton  or eefning TCEs is  to  uneerstane their nature. The
 eatures  they emboey are relatee to the  potental ane  the  suitability  o  ezistng IP
11Ieem 
12Daniel F. Robinson, Ahmee Abeel-Lat  ane Peero Rofe (ees), 2017, ‘Pritect-
ing  Traditinal  Kniwledge:  The  WIPO Intergivernmental  Cimmitee  in Intellectual
Priperty, Genetc Resiurces, Traditinal Kniwledge and Filklire’, Routleege, Loneon
(UK), New York (USA), page 183
13Who is to say when this linkage ezists, outsieers or the community itsel ? Ane
i  the later is acceptee, then woule it suffice i  only a small group within the commu-
nity recognizee a certain cultural  ezpression as “characteristc” or is general  accep-
tance re uiree? Although it seems only  air to say that responsible to answer  uestons
o  eligibility over  olkloric ezpressions shoule be the originatng community, this woule
cause great uncertainty to the potental users o  the  olkloric work in  ueston globally.
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rules, there ore their ezaminaton is important. These  eatures are a) the temporal, b)
the territorial, c) the societal ane e) the communal,  ane they are briefy ezplainee as
 ollowing:
a) The temporal  eature o   olklore relates to the trans-generatonal ane incre-
mental nature o  traeiton. By eefniton, traeiton has historic roots ane evolves over
tme in a contnuing process. It comes  rom the past ane it is eeliveree in our tme as
an amalgam o  multple contributons ane interpretatons. It is non-statc ane changes
over tme. Regareing the legal protecton o   olklore, it raises an important  ueston on
the issue o  euraton. Protecton uneer ezistng IP laws is typically limitee ane consie-
eree as unsuitable  or TCEs. On the contrary, ineefnite protecton is thought to re-
spone beter to the nature o   olklore.
b) The territorial  eature re ers to the nature o   olklore as eeriving  rom a par-
tcular community placee in a certain territory, at least originally. Although it is true
that traeitonal communites usually bear a strong link with a partcular place, the con-
cept o  territoriality eoes not correspone with the realites o  the moeern worle. Ezam-
ples incluee the eiaspora o  communites all over the globe, as well as the possibility
that a country is host to more than one traeitonal communites. In respect o  the pro-
tecton o   olklore, the territorial  eature relates to the juriseicton-basee protecton
provieee uneer IP law, but also with maters o  atributon.
c) The societal  eature relates with the percepton o   olklore in a given social
environment. TCEs may be uneerstooe as sacree, as part o  everyeay li e, or as a com-
moeity, eepeneing on the eominant values o  a given society. These perceptons con-
se uently eetermine the acknowleegment or not o  the neee  or protecton ane afect
the eztent o  protecton reservee  or TCEs. Characteristc issues relatng to the societal
 eature are among others the percepton o  cultural heritage as property ane the inclu-
sion o  TCEs in the public eomain.
e)  The communal   eature o  TCEs  relates  to authorship ane the concept  o 
property. Although an ezpression o   olklore might have been the creaton o  a single
ineivieual, this ineivieual is rarely traceable ane the inital creaton rarely i  never re-
mains unalteree over the course o  tme. It carries the input o  the intellectual efort o 
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an ineeterminate number o  people. This  act has lee to the presumpton that TCEs be-
long to the community. Ezistng IP law, however, eoes not recognize communal propri-
etorial  rights.  Even i  an intellectual  creaton is  the proeuct o  joint authorship ac-
knowleeging rights to each o  the authors, these rights are ineivieually ownee.
Taking the a orementonee  eatures as  startng points,  one may eevelop an
outline o  the main problems o  protecton  acee by TCEs in the ezistng  ramework o 
IP law. These will be  urther analyzee uneer the relevant ttles. 
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 The rationale of protection
The level o  protecton proposee by the eiferent actors in the internatonal eebate re-
fects the interests o  each. These actors are multple, given the internatonal scope o 
the subject mater as well as its economic importance. However, they can be eivieee
into three large groups, namely the communites which originatee the  olkloric ezpres-
sions, society at large, ane lastly, ene users.
The members o  a given ethnic, cultural or otherwise eefnee sub-group o  peo-
ple consistng a community,  have an interest in protectng, preserving ane promotng
their cultural heritage. This interest has been met with new challenges in the moeern
globalizee worle ane it has been seriously afectee by the technological eevelopments
ane increasee connectvity o  our tme. Economic concerns over the commercial ut-
lizaton TCEs have intensifee, creatng the neee to ezert some level o  control over
their ezploitaton by thire partes, especially when eone so in a culturally inappropriate
or otherwise harm ul manner.
Society at large has similarly an interest in the protecton o   olklore especially
 or the purpose o  its maintenance ane eisseminaton14 as an important means  or the
enrichment ane promoton o  culture, but also  rom a Human Rights aspect15, since
cultural eevelopment is relatee to the  uneamental right o  the peoples in sel -eeter-
minaton16. From an economic point o  view, the efect the protecton o  TCEs can have
 or the eeveloping worle is also o  interest to society. However, the restrictons that
14UNESCO, WIPO, 1982, ‘Midel Privisiins fir Natinal Laws in the Pritectin
if  Expressiins  if  Filklire  Against  Illicit  Expliitatin  and  Other  Prejudicial  Actins,
chapter II, at 25, page 9
15Artcle 27 par. 2 o  the  Universal Declaratin if Human Rights,  1948, reaes
that ‘everyine has the right ti the pritectin if the material and miral interests res-
ultng frim any literary, scientfc ir artstc priductin if which is the authir.
16Janet  Blake,  2015,  ‘Internatinal  Cultural  Heritage  Law’, Oz ore  University
Press, UK, page 277
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probably be imposee to the utlizaton o  TCEs through legal protecton, might have
negatve efects  or traeitonal goals o  society such as eeucaton ane the promoton o 
creatvity.
Ene-users are most likely to ezperience negatve efects  rom the protecton o 
 olklore to the eztent that previously  ree content ane available  or whichever use, will
ac uire a legal status o  limitee accessibility ane controllee ane on-a- ee utlizaton.
From the moment that such restrictons will be put into  orce, it is also ezpectee that
the interest o  investors will erop ane there ore the prices o   olkloric cultural gooes
will rise, the later perhaps to the aevantage o  the TCE holeers.
In what  ollows an efort will be maee to aeeress the main  uestons arising on
the  mater  o  protecton  through  summarizing  the  ratonales  ane  the uneerlying
policies.
Competitive interests
The eemane  or protecton comes partly as response to the negatve impact o  global-
izaton, afectng the eeveloping worle on the one hane through the economic ezploit-
aton o  its cultural resources by the big ineustries commonly without consent, ane on
the other hane through the rise o  a unifee universal culture that threatens the global
cultural eiversity ane especially the vitality o  minority cultures17. These concerns be-
come even more intense eue to the rise o  new technologies ane the spreaeing o  the
Internet, which although serve as uni ue tools  or the eisseminaton o  TCEs, at the
same tme ezpose them to a number o  challenges18.
17Jon M. Garon, 2015, ‘Rethinking Intangible Cultural Heritage and Expressiins
if Filklire: A Lessin frim the FCC’s  Licalism Standards’,  Nova Southeastern Univer-
sity, Shepare Broae College o  Law, page 8
18It shoule be notee though that globalizaton ane technology ofer at the same
tme increeible opportunites  or revitalizing, sa eguareing ane  urther eeveloping TCEs
that woule have otherwise been lost. Especially the Internet can greatly help to the
survival especially o  languages but o  certain TCEs as well that are not practsee eue to
the eispersion or eliminaton o  a given traeitonal community.
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The eeveloping countries with weak economies ane lack o  means to compete
in the sophistcatee ane aggressive markets run by the ineustrializee countries, are
growing awareness  o  the economic  prospects  o  their  cultural  assets  ane wish to
proft  rom them, by means among others o  ezclusion o  thire partes  rom ezploitng
their TCEs. Although there is insufficient statstcs ane analyses o  the value o  TCEs  or
the global economy19, there is confeence that the eeveloping worle will beneft impor-
tantly in terms o  socio-economic eevelopment  rom ezclusive rights over their TCEs20.
Last but not least, there is a fairness argument put  orware by the eemaneeurs
o  protecton, with strong human rights connotatons, re erring to the historical treat-
ment  o  eeveloping  countries,  ineigenous  peoples  ane  traeitonal  communites  by
eominant groups euring the era o  colonialism. The misappropriaton ane misuse o 
TCEs by thire partes, especially by the eevelopee worle, is seen by some as a contnua-
ton o  injustce. In aeeiton, the West is able to ezploit  oreign TCEs by proeucing ane
marketng gooes that enjoy IP protecton, whereas the communites generatng these
TCEs are lef unprotectee ane are thus preventee  rom creatng cultural capital.
In the tmes o  vivie eiscussion aroune the problem o  the contnuing ezpansion
o  the subject mater o  Intellectual Property21, the eforts towares making an interna-
tonal law that will  result in the subtracton o  signifcant public eomain material is
somewhat puzzling. The eiscourse over the protecton o   olklore is  uelee by the con-
ceptual eiviee between the eemane  or e ual treatment o  works o   olklore ane traei-
tonally copyrightable works ane the mere percepton o  public eomain. The later tra-
eitonally incluees TCEs, reneering them ineligible  or private ownership22. 
19Supra note 6, page 22
20Supra note 8, page 295
21Anerew  Becherman-Roeau,  2011,  ‘The  Priblem  With  Intellectual  Priperty
Rights: Subject Mater Expansiin’, Yale Jiurnal if Law and Techniligy, Vol 13: Iss. 1,
Artcle 2, page 45
22WIPO  Intergovernmental  Commitee  on  Intellectual  Property,  Genetc  Re-
sources, Traeitonal Knowleege ane Folklore, 2010, ‘Nite in the Meaning if the Term
“Public Dimain” in the Intellectual Priperty System with Special Reference ti the Pri-
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This percepton o  the restricton o  the public eomain as harm ul  or the goals
o  society consttutes a basic argument against the protecton o   olklore brought  or-
ware in the internatonal eebate by the eevelopee countries23. There is no eoubt that
the growing commoeifcaton o  intangible gooes has createe a eynamic cultural mar-
ket with multple fnancial interests, chiefy hele by the eevelopee economies. Any sub-
stantal change to the ezistng IP system will greatly afect ezistng IP rights ane cause
uneesiree market turbulence. It is there ore only natural that the eevelopee worle is
reluctant to accept such an intersecton to the establishee IP concepts.
From the point o  view o  the eemaneeurs o  protecton public eomain is an
alien concept, since TCEs are rarely perceivee as “property” that is ownee. On the con-
trary, the members o  these societes rather consieer themselves as custidians o  their
cultural heritage. Such custoeianship is uneerstooe as a perpetual responsibility by the
members o  the community ane it eoes not cease to ezist when the cultural ezpres-
sions in  ueston  all in the public eomain24. In aeeiton, the placement in the public
eomain o  secret or sacree TCEs is consieeree as causing them irreparable harm, con-
traeictng their very nature ane cultural purposes. It shoule be notee, however, that
there are concerns even among traeitonal communites that the proposee protecton
tectin if Traditinal Kniwledge and Traditinal Cultural  Expressiins/Expressiins if
Filklire’, Seventeenth Session, Geneva.
 WIPO eefnes ‘public  eomain’  in intellectual  property (IP)  law, as to
“generally cinsist if intangible materials that are nit subject ti exclusive IP rights and
which are, therefire, freely available ti be used ir expliited by any persin”, also not-
ing that “the public dimain is an elastc, versatle and relatve cincept and it is nit sus-
ceptble ti a unifirm legal meaning”.
23Rosa Giannina Alvarez Nunez, 2008, ‘Intellectual Priperty and the Pritectin
if Traditinal Kniwledge, Genetc Resiurces and Filklire: The Peruvian Experience’,
Max Planck Yearbiik if United Natins Law, Vol 12, p.487-549, page 497
24Graham Dutiele, 2009, ‘Pritectng Traditinal Kniwledge and Filklire: A Re-
view if Prigress in Diplimacy and Pilicy Firmulatin’, UNCTAD-ICTSD, Issue Paper No.
1, page 24
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might have reverse results  or the normal enjoyment ane eevelopment o  TCEs, re-
strictng the  ree cultural ezchange ane  urther interpretaton o  traeiton25.
The Objectives of Protection
In the contezt o  the subject mater uneer eiscussion “protecton” has also the mean-
ing o  “preservaton” ane “sa eguareing”. These ieeas are ineeee relatee but their ob-
jectves are eiferent: accoreing to WIPO, they are concernee with the “ identfcatin,
dicumentatin, transmissiin, revitlizatin and primitin if kniwledge and cultural
heritage, in irder ti ensure its maintenance ir viability26”.  Pritectin, on the other
hane, specifcally re ers to the “use if IP tiils and principles ti prevent unauthirized
ir inappripriate uses if traditinal cultural expressiins by third partes"27. 
For the purpose o  compreheneing the objectves o  protecton, the possible
misuses o  TCEs are briefy eescribee. These are28:
 a) The appripriatin o  TCEs, which consists in copying ane/or moei ying them
in whole or in parts, without the consent o  the holeer ane/or without atributon to
the creators or the holeers o  such TCEs (i.e. when a traeitonal patern is copiee ane
usee to eecorate commercially proeucee carpets).
b) The  inappripriate use  o  TCEs, in the  orm o  their  distirtin, consistng in
their use or moeifcaton in a manner that is culturally eisrespectul (i.e. when a sacree
symbol is usee to eecorate kitchen utensils), as well as in the  orm o  disclisure o  TCEs
that are secret, there ore their publicaton results in the eestructon o  their cultural
25Ieem, page 20
26Protecton, preservaton ane sa eguareing can in  act coezist ane supplement
each  other.  However,  preservaton  ane  sa eguareing  might  have  a  reverse  efect,
through the making available o  TCEs to the public through their eocumentaton ane
especially through their eigitzaton, making them more vulnerable to wrong ul uses.
27Supra note 8, page 21
28Supra note 24, pages 17-19
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purpose (i.e. when the visual recoreing o  a secret ritual is reproeucee on the Inter-
net).
c) The authentcatin o  TCEs, which is an issue arising when imitatons o  TCEs
are introeucee in the market ane compete with genuine TCEs.
Although TCEs  or the moment belong in the public eomain ane their use is un-
restrictee, in all the above cases one easily eetects elements o  violaton, primarily o 
the cultural signifcance o  TCEs, but also o  the economic value they emboey.
Uneer the IP legal  rame, pritectin is translatee to ezclusive property rights in
the proeuctons o  the human intellect. In terms o  TCEs an e uivalent protecton is ee-
maneee, that is the recogniton o  ezclusive rights o  the holeers over their TCEs, con-
sistng in their right to commercially ezploit them by allowing or permitting their use
ane in their right to prevent claims by unauthorizee thire partes. Relatng to these par-
tcular  eemanes two approaches on protecton have been eevelopee: the so-callee
“positve protecton” ane the “ee ensive protecton”.
Positive versss Defensive Protection
Positve protecton consists in ac uiring ane assertng IP rights in TCEs that enable the
holeers o  such rights to permit or prevent the use o  the protectee material, thus al -
lowing them on the one hane to ezploit them commercially i  they wish ane on the
other hane to take legal acton against misappropriaton or unauthorizee use. Positve
protecton,  being  the  analogous  o  the  IP  noton o  recognizing  ezclusive  property
rights, aims to allow the TCE holeers to make proft  rom TCEs ane control their use by
others, i.e. through grantng licenses. Positve protecton can beneft  rom a range o 
ezistng IP tools, as ineicatvely Copyright or Traeemark Law.
Given that TCEs are largely incompatble with the ezistng IP system, there are
views that positve protecton can only be uneerstooe by either ezteneing or aeaptng
certain aspects o  ezistng IP rules, re erree to as sui generis measures, or by creatng a
completely new system o  protecton eesignee especially  or TCEs, re erree to as  sui
generis systems.
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The ee ensive protecton approach, reporteely supportee by a small number o 
eevelopee countries29, consists in ways o  preventng the illegitmate use o  TCEs by
persons outsiee the cycle o  the originatng community. Accoreing to WIPO, ee ensive
protecton is basee on the principle o  prior in ormee consent, which can efficiently
protect, specifcally but not ezclusively, secret or sacree TCEs. In aeeiton, the obliga-
ton to re rain  rom using the TCEs concernee without proper authorizaton, ane the
concept o  e uitable beneft-sharing are introeucee to supplement the priir infirmed
cinsent principle. Documentaton30 can also be o  use by assistng the interestee par-
tes to ieent y  olkloric ezpressions in oreer to obtain consent over their use.
Positve protecton is clearly more eynamic comparee to ee ensive protecton.
However, it is  acee with a number o  technical eifficultes, eue to the nature o  the
subject mater o  protecton ane re uires more raeical changes that are unwelcome by
important  actors.  On the  other  hane,  ee ensive  protecton entails  more  moeerate
measures ane eeals with legal concepts that most countries are  amiliar with. Even so,
maters o  who will be responsible to grant permission  or the use o  TCEs ane/or who
will  be the benefciary  o  compensaton (i.e.  the government,  the community  con-
cernee or a special commitee), or what will happen in cases o  TCEs sharee by more
than one communites ane/or countries which might simultaneously claim paternity,
have not been aee uately aeeressee yet.
International versss National Protection
The  ueston o  why internatonal protecton comes naturally given that the interestee
countries can regulate relevant provisions at the natonal level. The answer relates to
the territoriality o   olklore or rather the lack o  it. Although TCEs have originatee at
some point in history  rom a certain community locatee in a partcular place, the com-
munity concernee might have lost its bones with the saie place through the years, eue
to movements o  populaton.
29Supra note 12, page 151
30Documentaton is usually re erencee in the internatonal eiscourse as a means
 or the ee ensive protecton o  traditinal kniwledge ane genetc resiurces especially
in relaton to patents.
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In  the  globalizaton era  the  noton o  community  has  become more fuie31.
However, this eoes not mean that a eispersee community has ceasee to ezist. On the
contrary, its ezistence eepenes on the ieentfcaton o  its members as such. At the
same tme, a single state might be host to more than one ieentfable communites or
ethnic groups. Taking these  acts into account, protecton at a natonal level is not aee-
 uate  or the efectve protecton o  a subject mater that can be o  trans-territorial
ane transnatonal nature.
In aeeiton, in a globalizee networkee worle, TCEs are usee internatonally  or
multple purposes by an ineeterminate number o  people. This brings up maters o  ju-
riseicton. Natonal legislaton is appliee in the natonal territory. There ore, i  an un-
law ul act by a thire party is to take place outsiee the natonal boreers, the natonal
legislaton cannot apply32. In view o  this, natonal legislaton  or the protecton o   olk-
lore is o  limitee value, especially when consieering that major part o  the problem is
the wrong ul use o  TCEs taking place outsiee the boreers o  the originatng country. 
Moreover, even i  bilateral or multlateral  agreements among states ezistee,
certain TCEs woule never be recognizee outsiee the country or community o  origin, i 
their practce was consieeree as human rights violaton in other countries. An ezample
is   emale circumcision which is traeitonally practcee in several A rican countries. An
internatonal  agreement on protecton woule ieeally  resolve  such issues  by setting
some minimum staneares that woule be unanimously acceptee. 
It shoule be notee, however, that the efectveness o  internatonally en orce-
able legislaton on the protecton o   olklore is eoubtee in relaton to the politcal reali-
tes ezistng  or certain traeitonal communites or ineigenous groups that are seen
with hostlity by the governments o  the countries in which they resiee33. It is eoubtul
that such governments woule become signatories to a  uture internatonal agreement,
31Supra note 17, page 29
32Reto M. Hilty,2009, ‘Ratinales fir the Legal Pritectin if Intangible Giids
and Cultural Heritage’,  Maz Planck Insttute  or Intellectual Property, Competton &
Taz Law, Research Paper No 09-10, page 14
33Supra note 17, page 41
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but even i  they woule, it is  uestonable whether they woule  uali y as trustees  or a
community’s interests.
Underlying Policies
The  ueston o  whether TCEs shoule be grantee internatonal legal protecton or not is
ultmately a  ueston o  purpose. Simply put, it is a  ueston o  the eesiree efects o 
protecton.
In IP protecton two ratonales are ieentfable. The frst relates to the protec-
ton o  the personality o  the ineivieual, perceiving the intellectual creatons as ezpres-
sions o  the personality34.The other relates to promotng literature ane art by provieing
creators with economic incentves. These core concepts correspone respectvely to the
acknowleegment o  moral ane economic rights. But since traeiton is spontaneously
createe by the peoples to ezpress non-economic values, it is hare to see how the no-
ton o  economic incentves serves the promoton o  traeiton ane specifcally o  TCEs.
However, it is true that Intellectual Property has bent its rules in the past so as
to incluee new subject mater. There ore, eespite the arguments against it, there ez-
ists a possibility o  fneing a place  or TCEs in the ezistng legal  ramework. In any case,
i  one acknowleeges the harm causee by the unregulatee ezploitaton o  TCEs to their
holeers, then the recogniton o  the neee  or a minimum o  protecton is inevitable.
However, given that substantal objectves o  protecton relate to the economic sup-
port ane empowerment o  economically eisaevantagee countries, the efficiency o  IP
rules ane especially o  Copyright Law as means to achieving this goal shoule be  urther
ezaminee.
I  the protecton o  TCEs is viewee as potentally capable o  helping to create
wealth  or countries o  the thire worle, then the communites concernee shoule be
provieee with incentves to  urther eevelop their TCEs, as well as with support towares
the creaton o  sustainable businesses. In view o  this, the suitability o  a  uture legal
instrument will  eepene on the  orm o  protecton we wish to grant  ane fnally on
whether the chosen instrument is  inherently  capable o  creatng prospects.  At  the
34Supra note 23, page 5
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same tme, efectve protecton is an efficient ane accessible protecton. There ore, the
specifc socioeconomic realites o  the eemaneeurs shoule be taken into account be-
 ore trans erring to their societes paraeigms o  complez ane costly proceeures ane
concepts that are perhaps strange to their li estyle.
It  is  worth notng that TCEs have beneftee to some eztent  rom the global
traee that has evolvee aroune them, since it has increasee their ieentfcaton even in
remote parts o  the worle, increasee their value ane marketability ane gainee them
new eenotatons in the contezt o  moeern cultures. O  course, these eevelopments are
not always welcome by traeitonal communites, especially by these which pre er to
maintain their cultural privacy. But such communites are not interestee in the com-
mercial ezploitaton o  their cultural ezpressions anyway. Those which are, however,
shoule not be preventee  rom eoing so by strict protectve measures. A law on protec-
ton shoule allow the normal enjoyment o  TCEs, inclueing their ezploitaton, other-
wise it can have reverse efects on the protectee subject mater ane on the benefcia-
ries.
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Existing Intellectual Property Law
Apart  rom important policy issues,  as previously mentonee,  the eebate on the pro-
tecton o  TCEs  ocuses e ually on technical maters ane specifcally on the appropriate
legal instrument  or protecton. Due to  the  act that  TCEs are essentally proeucts o 
the  human  intellect,  Intellectual  Property35 is consieeree  to  be the  most  suitable
 ramework to accommoeate the subject mater.  However, there is no consensus on
the partcular ways TCEs shoule beneft  rom IP laws, whereas their temporal, societal,
communal ane territorial partcularites create a number o  implementaton problems.
There are two approaches on the issue. The fst one consieers that protecton
o   olkloric ezpressions can be success ully provieee through ezistng IP tools ane the
secone one, re erree to as the sui generis approach,  uestons the suitability o  ezist-
ing IP law ane proposes to either create a whole new system specifcally eesignee  or
TCEs or  to eztene ane/or aeopt ezistng measures to complement ezistng  law with
specifc provisions  or TCEs36.
A large part o  the relevant literature uneerlines the inherent inability o  TCEs
to meet the re uirements o  the ezistng IP law, as well as the inability o  the ezistng
law to meet the neees ane ezpectatons o  the TCE holeers37. IP en orcement is a ee-
maneing task that involves eefnitonal ane proceeural eifficultes, ane re uires trainee
ezperts ane signifcant costs38, contrary to the objectves o  efectveness ane accessib-
35For the purposes o  the present paper ane in accoreance with the interna-
tonal literature on the subject mater, Intellectual Priperty is re erree to as a generic
term inclueing not only copyright ane relatee rights, but also ineustrial property, pat-
ents, traeemarks, eesigns ane geographical ineicatons. 
36WIPO, 2003, ‘Cinsilidated Analysis if the Legal Pritectin if Traditinal Cul-
tural Expressiins/Expressiins if Filklire, Geneva, page 35
37Supra note 23, page 514
38Supra note 8, pages 203-204
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ility o  protecton39. Even i  the TCE holeers are aee uately eeucatee over their rights
ane how to claim them, it is eoubtul that the IP system woule be o  service to societ-
ies structurally eiferent  rom the ones which eesignee it.
Nevertheless, there is acknowleegement o  the  act that the conventonal IP
tools, as they currently apply, eo in  act ofer TCEs protecton against certain  orms o 
misuse, even i  eoing so partly or ineirectly. The  ollowing sectons concentrate on the
IP laws that can potentally apply to protect TCEs, assessing their potental to aeeress
the subject mater, as well as their eisaevantages.
Copyright Law
Copyright Law’s subject mater o  protecton is “literary and artstc wirks40. There ore,
it is seemingly the most suitable  ramework  or the protecton o  the artstc mani esta-
tons o  traeitonal communites ane ineigenous groups. Ineeee, uneer certain conei-
tons ane to some eztent, Copyright Law ofers protecton to  TCE  holeers. However,
the Berne Conventon o  1971, regulatng the core copyright law at the internatonal
level, eie not incluee TCEs in its scope41. On the contrary, the noton o  public eomain,
the criteria o  protecton, certain types o   air uses, the term o  protecton ane eo-
mestc applicability, all precluee TCEs  rom beneftng  rom the provisions o  Copyright
Law as presently appliee.
39WIPO  Intergovernmental  Commitee  on  Intellectual  Property,  Genetc  Re-
sources, Traeitonal Knowleege ane Folklore, 2006, ‘Nite in the Meaning if the Term
“The Pritectin if Traditinal Cultural Expressiins/Expressiins if Filklire: Revised Ob-
jectves and Principles’, Ninth Session, Geneva, page 7
40Artcle 2 par. 1 o  the Berne Conventon  or the Protecton o  Literary ane
Artstc Works, 1971
41Contractng Partes such as Greece have ezplicitly preclueee traeitonal cul-
tural ezpressions  rom the scope o  natonal Copyright Law (see artcle 2 par. 5 o  Law
2121/1993).
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Originality
The preconeiton o  originality is not ezplicitly statee but it is thought to be impliee in
Artcle 2 par. 1 o  the Berne Conventon, there ore many countries have inclueee it in
their eomestc Copyright Law. There is no eefniton o  originality provieee by the legal
systems that re uire it ane its precise meaning is a subject o  jueicial interpretaton.
Despite the eiferences between the common law ane civil law approaches, it is gener-
ally acceptee that originality means that the work must frstly be the author’s own in-
tellectual creaton, meaning that it has not been copiee, ane seconely that it shoule in-
volve a minimum o  intellectual efort42.
Given their nature ane incremental manner o  eevelopment, TCEs  ace eifficul-
tes in meetng  the originality re uirement. Each single  TCE inevitably reproeuces to
some eztent an ezistng TCE so as to contnue it, thus  ailing to meet the staneare o 
minimum intellectual  efirt.  It  shoule be notee however that uneer Copyright Law,
TCEs might  uali y  or protecton uneer the concept o  eerivatve works,  which are
works basee on pre-ezistng works, o  which they incorporate elements, proeucing a f-
nal work worthy o  protecton.
It  is  important to uneerline that Copyright Law permits the imitaton o  the
ieeas ane concepts behine works, consieeree in general to serve as sources o  inspira-
ton ane creatvity43. There ore, even i  a TCE meets the originality criterion, copyright
protecton eoes not in itsel  prevent others  rom using the general ieea ane style o  the
saie  TCE,  reneering  protecton  inaee uate  in  respect  o  the  eemaneeurs’  specifc
claims. Furthermore, the law eoes not involve any specifcatons regareing the author
o  the protectee work. This means that it can be literally anyone ane not necessarily
relatee to the originatng community.
As an ezcepton to the general rule, Copyright Law recognizes a right to protec-
ton  or non-original works. This is specifcally the case o  neighbouring rights, namely
42Supra note 6, page 28
43WIPO Intergovernmental Commitee on Intellectual Property ane Genetc Re-
sources, Traeitonal Knowleege ane Folklore, 2008, Thirteenth Session, ‘The Pritectin
if Traditinal Cultural Expressiins: Draf Gap Analysis’, Geneva, page 21
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the rights o  per ormers, proeucers ane broaecasters. Neighbouring rights serve as an
ezample to the ability o  Copyright Law ane Intellectual Property in general to broaeen
their scope ane aeapt their provisions, in oreer to recognize protecton  or new subject
mater. There ore, i  we accept that  TCEs are worthy o  protecton, then aemiteely
there is a realistc possibility  or their copyright protecton. 
Fizaton
Fizaton, which is the emboeiment o  the literary or artstc work in a material  orm, is
not a re uirement  or protecton uneer internatonal Copyright Law. The Berne  Con-
venton leaves this to be eecieee by the natonal lawmaker44. There ore, intangible cre-
atons, such as  airy-tales or chants, as well as tangible creatons that are however not
fzee in a permanent manner, as  or instance sane carvings, are also inclueee in the
scope o  internatonal copyright protecton.
It  ollows that fzaton becomes an obstacle  or the protecton o  unfzee TCEs
in the countries that eemane it  or copyright protecton at the natonal level45.  How-
ever, it is consieeree that the TCEs which are most vulnerable to illicit ezploitaton are
the ones fzee in a material  orm, such as crafs. At the same tme, intangible TCEs that
are per ormee live proeuce moral ane certain ezclusive economic rights  or their per-
 ormers uneer the WIPO Per ormances ane Phonograms Treaty (WPPT), 199646, as  ur-
ther analysee below.
44Artcle 2 par. 2 o  the Berne Conventon  or the Protecton o  Literary ane
Artstc Works, 1971
45The fzaton criterion is a re uirement primarily in the common law countries
ane it entails emboeiment o  the creatve work in a tangible meeium through  or ez-
ample transcripton or recoreing. See supra note 44, page 18
46Artcle 2 (a) ane Artcle 15 o  the WIPO Per ormances ane Phonograms Treaty,
1996, Geneva
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Ownership
Copyright Law grants ezclusive rights to the authors o  protectee works. These rights
are ineivieually ownee, either by single ineivieuals or by ineivieual legal enttes, but
not by communites. O  course, Copyright Law acknowleeges joint authorship in cases
o  e ual contributon o  more than one authors  or the proeucton o  a single work,
over which all authors are e ually copyright holeers. Moreover, the concept o  cillect-
ive wirks also ezists, consttutng a combinaton o  separate ane ineepeneent works,
assemblee into a collectve whole, each o  which may enjoy separate copyright protec-
ton.
In the ezistng Copyright system the author or authors o  a protectee work can
assign their copyright to others, persons or enttes.  This is an interestng opton  or
TCEs since  it gives the author o  a  olkloric creaton the opportunity to trans er his
rights to a legal entty or an associaton representng the traeitonal community or in-
eigenous group linkee to the partcular  olkloric work. In the same spirit, use coule be
maee o  the Copyright provision o  some juriseictons that recognizes the employer as
the copyright owner o  a work createe by an employee within the contezt o  their con-
tract. 
Authorship
TCEs are challengee with meetng the re uirement   or an ieentfable author that is
provieee  or in many juriseictons  or copyright protecton. Given the historical nature
o  TCEs  ane incremental eevelopment through several contributons in the course o 
tme by an unspecifee number o  authors, they are ofen o  unieentfable origin47.
Conse uently, the author is either impossible to track i  there is one or not ieentfable
at all. Again, this is an obstacle not absolutely insurmountable consieering the concept
o  anonymous ane pseueonymous works. 
Artcle 15 par. 4 o  the Berne Conventon states: 
“(a),  In  the  case  if  unpublished  wirks  where  the  identty  if  the  authir  is
unkniwn, but where there is every griund ti presume that he is a natinal if a ciuntry
47Supra note 6, page 29
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if  the  Uniin,  it  shall  be  a  mater  fir  legislatin  in  that  ciuntry  ti  designate  the
cimpetent authirity which shall represent the authir and shall be enttled ti pritect
and enfirce his rights in the ciuntries if the Uniin.
(b), Ciuntries if the Uniin which make such designatin under the terms if this
privisiin shall nitfy the Directir General by means if a writen declaratin giving full
infirmatin cincerning the authirity thus designated. The Directir General shall  at
ince cimmunicate this declaratin ti all ither ciuntries if the Uniin.”
This paragraph was aeeee to Artcle 15 o  the Berne Conventon having in mine
specifcally the protecton o  TCEs ane atempts to proviee soluton to the absence o 
an ieentfable author48. Notwithstaneing its potental to aeeress certain aspects o  the
problem, it shoule be reae in combinaton with the last sentence o  Artcle 7 par. 3 o 
the Berne,  reaeing that  “[t]he ciuntries if the Uniin shall nit be required ti pritect
aninymius ir pseudinymius wirks in respect if which it is reasinable ti presume
that their authir has been dead fir ffy years”. Conse uently, the protecton eeriving
 rom Artcle 15 only concerns rather recent  TCEs ane at the same tme presupposes
the ezistence o  an author even i  non-ieentfable. 
Artcle 15.3 only applies  or unpublishee works, which a very  litle TCEs are
likely to be. In aeeiton, it leaves whether to protect or not to the eiscreton o  the
country o  origin o  the anonymous work, whereas the eegree o  involvement o  the
state in eesignatng a competent authority ane managing the eetails o  en orcement
eoes not respone to the neees ane ezpectatons o  traeitonal communites ane inei-
genous groups to eirectly seek protecton. Perhaps it is not coincieental that among
the signatories o  the Berne, only Ineia has implementee this provision untl now49.
Term o  Protecton
Copyright protecton is tme-limitee. This means that afer protecton ezpires, the sub-
ject mater o  protecton  alls in the public eomain. This limitee euraton o  protecton
is a cornerstone to the eelicate balancing o  interests Copyright is eesignee to achieve.
48Ieem, page 37
49Supra note 36, page 57
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The Berne Conventon uneer Artcle 7 proviees a minimum o  the li etme o  the au-
thor plus 50 years, which has been aeaptee by many juriseictons, whereas other juris-
eictons proviee  or a plus o  70 years to the li etme o  the author.
This partcular re uirement is consieeree unsuitable  or TCEs, not only because
it presupposes the ezistence o  an ieentfable author,  but also in respect o  the in-
tergeneratonal nature o   olklore. As long as a TCE ezists ane it is linkee to a specifc
traeitonal  community, there ezist reasons  or  its  protecton50.  There ore, ineefnite
protecton is an essental eemane  or the  efficient  protecton o  TCEs. Basee upon a
similar reasoning is the eemane  or retroactvity, in oreer to protect pre-ezistng  ok-
loric ezpressions51.
Ineefnite protecton is  oune in Copyright Law, specifcally in the protecton o 
moral  rights.  The Berne Conventon proviees  or a  minimum  protecton that e uals
the term o  protecton o  the author’s economic rights52.. There ore, some juriseictons
have optee  or a perpetual protecton o  the author’s moral rights53. This is not to say
that the protecton o  TCEs coule be satsfee by the concept o  moral rights protecton
alone, but rather that IP law can be fezible enough to meet several objectves even i 
this means eeviatng  rom  uneamental principles such as the term o  protecton.
50 I   or ezample a sacree tribal hymn was grantee copyright protecton, afer 70
years it woule  all in the public eomain, although its sacreeness woule contnue to ez-
ist along with interest o  the community  or its protecton.
51Supra note 40, page 36 
52Artcle 6 bis, par. 2 o  the Berne Conventon  or the Protecton o  Literary ane
Artstc Works, 1971
53See  or ezample Artcle 29 par. 2 o  the Greek Copyright Law, grantng to the
Minister o  Justce the right to ezercise the right to paternity ane the right to the integ-
rity eeriving  rom the moral rights to a protectee work, afer the copyright protecton
o  the saie work has ezpiree.
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Ezceptons ane Limitatons
Certain ezceptons ane limitatons to the ezclusive rights o  the author or otherwise re-
 erree to as fair uses o  protectee works have been introeucee to Copyright Law in or-
eer to bene the rigieity o  protecton in  avour o  creatvity, inspiraton,  ree artstc ez-
pression ane eisseminaton o  in ormaton. Common ezamples ineicatvely incluee ez-
ceptons ane limitatons  or teaching  ane  or  archival  purposes.  In respect o  TCEs,
their absolute protecton woule not only eisregare public interests, but even possibly
harm the mere mechanism o  traeiton by obstructng the enjoyment o  cultural herit-
age by the peoples, the cultural ezchange between communites ane the transmission
o  their  olkloric ezpressions.
 However, the use o  such ezceptons ane limitatons  or TCEs has been crit-
cizee as contraeictng their nature  ane  the purposes o  protecton54.  A characteristc
ezample is the ezcepton that permits the reproeucton by illustraton, photograph or
other ways o  a sculpture permanently eisplayee in public, especially i  the sculpture is
o  a  sacree  nature.  At  the  same tme,  eocumentaton  ane  eigitzaton  o  TCEs   or
archival  purposes,  challenges their sa ety  by ezposing them to number o  unlaw ul
uses.
Moral Rights
The moral rights o  the author, accoreing to Artcle 6bis paragraph 1 o  the Berne Con-
venton, consist o  “the right [if the authir] ti claim authirship if the wirk and ti ib-
ject ti any distirtin, mutlatin ir ither midifcatin if ir ither derigatiry actin in
relatin ti the said wirk which wiuld be prejudicial ti his hiniur ir reputatin”. The
rights eeriving  rom this artcle, known as the right o  atributon, the right o  integrity
over the work ane the right o  publicaton, are consieeree by some to be especially
suitable  or protectng TCEs. The reason  or this is, inter alia, that moral rights are pro-
tectee ineepeneently o  the author’s economic rights, that is even afer the term o 
protecton o  the economic rights has ezpiree ane the protectee work has enteree the
public eomain55.
54Supra note 44, page 13
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Uneer Copyright Law, moral rights are subject to the same criteria as economic
rights, there ore the same obstacles arise in the protecton o  TCEs. Nevertheless, with
the necessary aeaptatons, moral rights can respone to the main anzietes over certain
unlaw ul uses. In partcular, the right to atributon coule potentally aeeress the prob-
lem o  authentcaton56 by eemaneing re erence o  the creator when a TCE is usee, in-
 orming the public  on his ieentty. In practce, this re uirement woule neee  certain
moeifcatons so as to overcome the possible absence o  a sole ane/or ieentfable au-
thor, thus re uiring re erence to the originatng community insteae o  the creator57. 
In  aeeiton,  the  right  o  integrity  over  the  protectee  work,  success ully  ae-
eresses a number o  possible misuses o  TCEs, resultng  rom their eistorton or altera-
ton which can have culturally uneermining efects. In such cases, the possibility o 
e uitable remuneraton can prove partcularly important. The right o  publicaton con-
sistng in the right o  the author to eeciee when ane in what manner their work will be
publishee can proviee suitable protecton in cases o  secret or sacree  TCEs, ane al-
though perhaps remuneraton coule be perceivee as  utle given the ezhauston o  the
protectee interest, it coule help to reeuce in ringement incieents58.
Resale Right
The resale right, also re erree to as driit de suite, is provieee uneer Artcle 14 o  the
Berne Conventon ane consists  in the inalienable right o  the author o  a work or his
55The -possibly ineefnite- term o  protecton, combinee with an optonal provi-
sion  or reeress in cases o  in ringement,  reneers a  moral rights  moeel o  protecton
more compatble with IP principles. Given that moral rights rules eo not eirectly pro-
hibit the use o  TCEs but rather eefne how their use shoule be maee, they proviee  or
moeerate solutons, which eo not meet the protecton criteria o  the eemaneeurs.
56Supra note 6, page 31
57Even in cases where there is an ieentfable creator, atributon eoes not su -
fce, i  the public  is unable to connect  the creator with the originatng community  to
which the partcular TCE is linkee.
58Supra note 6, page 31
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heirs to receive an interest in any sale o  the work subse uent to its frst trans er.  This
allows the author to beneft  rom their work as its value rises in tme. The obstacle  or
TCEs is again the criteria o  protecton provieee uneer Copyright Law, ane partcularly
their eifficulty to meet the re uirement o  originality, as well as the recogniton o  the
resale right to the author insteae o  the community. 
In aeeiton, this partcular measure is provieee as optonal in the Berne Con-
venton, which means that not all signatory members have implementee it in natonal
legislaton, but even between those who have, there are eiferences regareing procee-
ures59. In any case, provieee that the originality criterion is met, which can also be the
case, the resale right can be usee as a beneft-sharing mechanism6061.
Neighboring Rights
One o  the most important ways o  transmitting ane eisseminatng TCEs is through
their per ormance. Story-telling, eance, tribal chants ane many more per ormances are
at the centre o  preserving TCEs, invigoratng them ane passing them on to  uture gen-
eratons. The uncertainty resultng  rom the  act that TCEs eo not respone aee uately
to the “literary and artstc wirks”62 accoreing to the eefniton given by Artcle 3(a) o 
the Rome Conventon63, gave place to the ezplicit inclusion o  TCEs by the WIPO Per or-
59The European Union, in oreer to harmonize its members, has issuee the Dir-
ectve on Resale Rights  or the Beneft o  the Authors o  Original Works o  Art, 2001.
60Supra note 46, page 32
61Relevant is the concept o  the dimain public payant system, implementee by
certain countries, accoreing to which royaltes are paie to the state or to a competent
organizaton  or the use o  certain works that belong in the public eomain. However,
the policy issues regareing the subtracton o  public eomain material remain, whereas
the system o  dimain public payant woule beneft only a small number o  TCEs. also
raising a  ueston o  which shoule be the ones to beneft.
62Supra note 36, page 23
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mances  ane  Phonograms  Treaty  (the  WPPT)64,  granting per ormers  economic  ane
moral rights65.
It is notee that the WPPT applies only   or  aural -that is perceivee by the ear-
per ormances fzee in phonograms66,  thus limitng its use ulness  or  TCEs by leaving
out important categories, such as traeitonal eances. However, this has been overcome
by the aeopton o  the Beijing Treaty on Aueiovisual  Per ormances, 201267,  encom-
passing per ormances o  actors in eiferent meeia, such as flm ane television, ane ez-
plicitly inclueing TCEs.
63“Perfirmers”  means actirs,  singers,  musicians,  dancers,  and ither  persins
whi act, sing, deliver, declaim, play in, ir itherwise perfirm literary ir artstc wirks,
Artcle 3(a), Internatonal Conventon  or the Protecton o  Per ormers, the Proeucers
o  Phonograms ane Broaecastng Organizatons, 1961
64Artcle 2(a) o  the WIPO Per ormances ane Phonograms Treaty, 1996, eefnes
per ormers as “actirs, singers, musicians, dancers and ither persins whi act, sing, de-
liver, declaim, play in, interpret, ir itherwise perfirm literary ir artstc wirks ir ex-
pressiins if filklire”.
65‘Summary if the WIPO Perfirmances and Phinigrams Treaty, 1961', WIPO,
04/14/2018, htp://www.wipo.int/treates/en/ip/wppt/summary_wppt.html
Economic rights consist in the right o  reproeucton, the right o  eistri-
buton, the right o  rental ane the right o  making available. Moral rights consist in the
right o  atributon ane the right o  integrity over the per ormance.
66Ieem
67WIPO,  2016,  ‘Main  Privisiins  and  Benefts  if  the  Beijing  Treaty  in  Audi-
ivisual Perfirmances (2012),’, Geneva 
The  Beijing  Treaty  grants  per ormers  the  same  economic  ane  moral
rights as the WPPT, but eifers in that it moeernizes ane upeates the contezt o  the
WPPT, in accoreance with the eevelopments o  the eigital era.
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Both the WPPT ane the Beijing Treaty  protect the per ormances as such, re-
gareless o  whether the per ormee subject mater is protectee or not. This means that
protecton is recognizee  or per ormances o  works that may not only be unoriginal,
but also o  works that are no longer protectee. However, there are certain erawbacks.
Firstly, protecton is grantee to per ormers themselves ane not to the per ormee sub-
ject mater ane this creates a two-sieee problem. On the one hane, TCEs are not pro-
tectee as such, but only enjoy ineirect protecton. On the other hane, the benefciaries
o  protecton  are  the  per ormers  ane  not  the  per ormee  TCE’s  originatng  com-
munity68. In aeeiton, the per ormer’s protecton is tme-limitee, specifcally ezteneing
to a minimum o  ffy years69, a term even narrower than this  provieee by the Berne
Conventon. 
Databases
At the internatonal level, eatabases enjoy copyright protecton uneer the same eligib-
ility criteria as any other work: they neee to be original. For eatabases in partcular,
originality consists in the selecton or arrangement o  their contents. There is an ongo-
ing internatonal eiscussion to grant protecton to non-original eatabases as well70, the
reason being that the creaton o  a eatabase re uires substantal fnancial ane pro es-
sional investment to be maee. Such legislaton alreaey ezists in the European Union
uneer the Directve 96/9/EC, re erree to as “the Database Directve”, containing sui
generis provisions  or the protecton o  eatabases.
Whether originality is re uiree or not, eatabases are protectee as a whole ane
the protecton eoes not eztene to their contents. The contents o  a eatabase are inee-
peneently subjects o  copyright protecton,  meaning that their eligibility is ezaminee
68This can be especially problematc when the per ormer eoes not belong to the
originatng community ane/or is not interestee in sharing the benefts o  protecton
with the saie community.
69Supra note 65
70‘Pritectin  if  nin-iriginal  databases’,  WIPO,  04/05/2018,
htp://www.wipo.int/copyright/en/actvites/eatabases.html
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ineivieually. There ore there may be copyright-protectee eatabases with unprotectee
contents,  as  well  as  unprotectee  eatabases  with  copyright-protectee  contents.  For
TCEs this means that only ineirect protecton is possible, originality remaining a prob-
lem that hineers their  eligibility  or Copyright law. In aeeiton, copyright over a eata-
base belongs to its maker ane not to the originatng community o  the TCEs  eaturee in
the eatabase71.
Trademarks
In general, traeemark protecton has less applicability issues than copyright in respect
o  TCEs72. Traeemarks73 are treatee by law as a  orm o  property ane they can be usee
to protect symbols ane wores o  traeitonal communites (positve protecton), as well
as to prevent thire partes  rom registering such wores74 ane symbols as traeemarks
(ee ensive protecton). The later is especially important, since the use o  traeitonal or
ineigenous wores or  symbols as traeemarks without  the consent o  the originatng
community,  is  a very common practce.  Ezamples incluee Volkswagen  Tuareg,  Jeep
Cherikee, Billabing sur  clothing, Mihawk Paper Company ane many more. 
Traeemarks are protectee  ollowing a registraton process, which takes into ac-
count certain criteria, such as the eistnctveness o  the sign or combinaton o  signs,
ane  involves  registraton   ees  paie  to  the  competent  authority.  The  protecton  o 
71However, this can  become an incentve  or the communites to create eata-
bases with their TCEs, gaining at the same tme the copyrights over the eatabase ane
creatng through eocumentaton a valuable tool  or eeveloping ee ensive strategy.
72Supra note 17, page 40
73Traeemarks are signs or combinaton o  signs usee to ieent y the origin or
source o  a gooe or service, ane to eistnguish it  rom similar ones in the relevant mar-
ket o  proeucts or services. Ineicatvely, a traeemark may be a wore, a symbol, an illus -
traton, two or three-eimensional shapes, a numerical set, etc. 
74It is notee  or reasons o  consistency that i  we were to strictly perceive TCEs
as mani estatons o  the artstc heritage o  a certain community, then wores as such
woule not  all in the scope o  TCEs.
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traeemarks typically lasts  or a perioe o  10 to 15 years75, but it is renewable, thus a
given traeemark can theoretcally be protectee ineefnitely.
Traeemark Law allows the holeers o  TCEs to eesignate certain signs through
which they can eneorse proeucts that originate  rom their communites or that are rel -
evant or consistent to the cultural values they represent.  This can increase the con-
sumers’ awareness on authentcity issues, as well as increase the market value o  traei-
tonal proeucts. At the same tme, it can proviee either reeress  or the unlaw ul use o 
TCEs that are registeree as traeemarks, or compensaton to the originatng communit-
ies o  wores, symbols etc that are usee by thire partes. Reporteely, many countries
take acton towares protectng TCEs against their unauthorizee use as traeemarks by
thire partes76, ane there is also an increasing number o  success ul ezamples relatng
to the implementaton o  traeemark law77.
However, registraton ane renewal  ees  ane the complez nature o  legal  pro-
ceeures ane other  ormalites involvee consttute erawbacks as to the efectveness o 
traeemarks  or TCEs78. Moreover, TCE holeers are not likely to register traeemarks  or
proeucts other than  olkloric gooes, ane there ore they cannot stop i.e. car manu ac-
75Supra note 6, page 32
76Supra note 36, page 49.
77Ieem, page 47, re erring to a number o  specifc cases, as  or ezample the use
o  Traeemark Law by the Snuneymuzw First Naton o  Canaea to protect ten petro-
glyph images o  religious signifcance to the community  rom being commercially ez-
ploitee through their reproeucton on t-shirts, mugs, postcares etc. Accoreing to the
members o  the Snuneymuzw, the local merchants actually stoppee using the saie im-
ages.
78Ieem
Characteristcally, although uneer Traeemark Law a community can op-
pose the registraton o  a mark or ask  or the cancellaton o  a registraton, inter alia on
the grounes that the mark is not eistnctve, or that it is eeceptve, or contrary to law
ane/or morals, very  ew such cases o  oppositon or cancellaton actually ezist.
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turers  rom using their  wores or  symbols on vehicles.  Nevertheless,  traeemark-like
protecton can leae to more balancee solutons between protectng  TCEs ane main-
taining a rich public eomain, whereas it beter aeeresses some objectves o  protecton
in comparison to Copyright, as namely the economic empowerment o  local ane traei-
tonal communites. 
Geographical Indications
Uneer  the  TRIPs  Agreement,  geographical  ineicatons are  eefnee as  ieent ying “a
giid as iriginatng in the territiry if a Member, ir a regiin ir licality in that territiry,
where a given quality, reputatin ir ither characteristc if the giid is essentally at-
tributable ti its geigraphical irigin”79. Accoreing to Artcle 22.2, the signatory mem-
bers are obligee to proviee legal means  or the interestee partes allowing them to
prevent the use o  geographical ineicatons in a manner that coule potentally misleae
the public, as well as to prevent any use o  geographical ineicatons that consttutes an
act o  un air competton. 
Geographical ineicatons can only be usee  or “gooes”, there ore a large num-
ber o  TCEs  alls out o  their scope. However, some categories o  TCEs, notably hanei-
crafs maee by natural resources80, may  uali y as gooes. The mechanism o  geograph-
ical ineicatons resembles traeemarks in that  they are eesignee to guiee consumer’s
choice ane eistnguish  similar  proeucts, while  increasing their commercial value  ane
provieing them with legal  protecton.  They eifer,  however,  in  that  whereas  traee-
marks are ownee by ineivieuals or enterprises ofering proeucts or services, geograph-
ical  ineicatons are not ownee but can be usee by an unspecifee number o  enter-
prises locatee in a specifc area ane proeucing the partcular proeuct  or which the
geographical ineicaton is usee81.
79Artcle 22.1 o  the Agreement on Traee-Relatee Aspects o  Intellectual Prop-
erty Rights, 1999 (“The TRIPs Agreement”)
80Supra note 36, page 50
81Supra note 6, page 34 
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Just as traeemarks, geographical  ineicatons have potentally ineefnite eura-
ton. Most importantly they proviee eirect protecton to the  ualifee TCEs, since the
 olkloric proeucts are protectee as such. In aeeiton, traeitonal communites are given
the opportunity to ezert control over who can use geographical ineicatons relatng to
certain  olkloric proeucts, ane claim reeress over their unlaw ul use82,  while  helping
promote the economic interests o  traeitonal communites through increasing market
awareness ane proeuct value83. 
Indsstrial Designs
Ineustrial eesigns grant IP rights over the aesthetc appearance o  two-eimensional or
three-eimensional items, which are o  a utlitarian nature or that can be proeucee in a
large scale84. Uneer the concept o  ineustrial eesigns the right-holeer enjoys the right
to authorize or prevent the manu acture, eealing or importng o  copies o  a registeree
eesign85. Since TCEs are not ezpressly ezclueee  rom their scope, their mechanism can
be usee uneer certain coneitons. TCEs that can be protectee uneer ineustrial eesigns
law are ineicatvely teztles, carpets, potery, jewellery ane other haneicrafs. 
From this point o  view, they can be usee  or the protecton o  TCEs lib-
erally to beneft the community without ownership concerns, provieee that certain
 uality re uirements are met. 
82Supra note 36, page 50
83Mary O’Kicki,  2009,  ‘Lessins Learned frim Ethiipia's  Trademarking and Li-
censing Initatve: Is the Euripean Uniin's Pisitin in Geigraphical Indicatins Really
Benefcial  fir Develiping Natins?’,  Loyola University Chicago Internatonal  Law Re-
view, Vol. 6, Issue 2, Artcle 2. 
Reporteely, geographical ineicatons are recognizee as valuable IP rights
worlewiee, with many stueies suggestng the willingness o  customers to invest more
on proeucts bearing a geographical ineicaton.
84Supra note 36, page 51
85‘Industrial Designs’, WIPO, 04/17/2018, htp://www.wipo.int/eesigns/en/
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 Given that the lack o  harmonizaton  at an internatonal level, ineustrial ee-
signs are only generally eiscussee. It is notee that the preconeitons o  protecton un-
eer ineustrial eesigns are similar to the ones provieee  or Copyright, there ore similar
issues arise. The territoriality o  the legislaton is generally a negatve  actor, but ineus-
trial eesigns can register in multple juriseictons. Typically, ineustrial eesigns are mutu-
ally ezclusive with copyright, meaning that when a certain work is eligible  or copyright
protecton, it cannot be simultaneously protectee as an ineustrial eesign.
Ineustrial eesigns re uire a  ormal proceeure o  registraton, which  can be a
erawback  or traeitonal communites that lack relevant ezpertse86, although some jur-
iseictons grant limitee protecton to unregisteree ineustrial eesigns as well87.  Protec-
ton lasts  or a minimum o  10 years88 ane it is renewable. However, a known creator
is re uiree, which reneers protecton impossible  or most TCEs. In aeeiton, the item o 
protecton neees to be novel, that is not to have become available to the public untl
registraton89. There ore, contemporary interpretatons o  TCEs emboeying novel ele-
ments are eligible as ineustrial eesigns, but a large part o  TCEs ane especially pre-ez-
istng ones  ail to con orm to this re uirement.  
Despite the a orementonee  eisaevantages, ineustrial  eesigns can  ofer  solu-
tons  or protecton, ane partcularly o  such TCEs that  eue to their utlitarian nature,
cannot  uali y  or copyright protecton. Serving as proo  o  this  are ezamples o  TCEs
that have managee to register as ineustrial eesigns, such as the traeitonal women’s
bracelets  blezik  o  Kazakhstan ane a traeiton-inspiree tea-set createe by a eesigner,
registeree in China90.
86The  ormalites seem to generally be a problem  or the majority o  IP tools eis-
cussee  here  in  respect  o  the  capacity  o  traeitonal  communites  ane  ineigenous
groups, although in the case o  ineustrial eesigns it becomes accentuatee when com-
binee with the neee  or registraton in multple juriseictons.
87Supra note 85 
88Supra note 85
89Supra note 36, page 51
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Unfair Competition
Accoreing to the Paris Conventon91, un air competton is “any act if cimpettin cin-
trary ti hinest practces in industrial ir cimmercial maters”. Protecton against un air
competton incluees (a) the prihibitin if acts that can create cinfusiin with the es-
tablishment, the giids, ir the industrial ir cimmercial actvites if a cimpettir , (b)
the prihibitin if false allegatins that may discredit the establishment, the giids ir
the industrial ir cimmercial actvites if a cimpettir and (c) the prihibitin if indica-
tins ir allegatins which may mislead the public as ti the nature, the manufacturing
pricess,  the  characteristcs,  the  suitability  if  their  purpise  ir  the  quantty  if  the
giids92.  Aeeitonally, un air competton also  incluees the  prohibiton o  a traee se-
cret’s eisclosure ane the act o  free-riding, that is taking aevantage o  another person’s
achievement93.
Un air competton is not a law per se but rather a bunele o  general principles
that operate in a supplementary manner to Ineustrial Property Law. It is characterizee
by fezibility ane eoes not eepene on aeministratve  ormalites, which in general can
be consieeree an aevantage  or TCEs. Un air competton can have a signifcant impact
in creatng a legal culture in the protecton o   olklore, since it is an alreaey establishee
legal concept with which the courts worlewiee are  amiliar with, a  act that secures e -
 ectve en orcement. Perhaps issues may arise in that there might be practcal eiffi-
cultes in proving the eamage or likely eamage causee by the unlaw ul coneuct94, but
un air competton can success ully aeeress maters relatng to the appropriaton ane
authentcaton o  TCEs, which are central to the eiscussion.
The commercial misuse ane specifcally the appropriaton or imitaton o  TCEs
creatng a misleaeing impression that a certain proeuct either originates  rom or is en-
90Ieem 
91The Paris Conventon has been incorporatee in the TRIPs Agreement.
92Artcle 10bis o  the Paris Conventon o  Ineustrial Property o  March 20, 1883
93Supra note 36, page 54
94Supra note 6, page 36
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eorsee by  a traeitonal community, ultmately  harms the community’s reputaton.  In
such cases  competton law can intervene to protect the partcular styles o   olkloric
ezpressions, securing their authentcity ane/or protect against the use o   olkloric inei-
cia aiming to create  alse connotatons95. Uneer un air competton style is regareee as
a subject o  protecton, which respones to basic problems o  the commercial practces
evolvee aroune TCEs96. In aeeiton, the possibility to prevent others  rom ac uiring, us-
ing or eisclosing uneisclosee in ormaton without their consent97 can be usee  or secret
ane/or sacree TCEs whose eisclosure harms the interests o  the originatng commu-
nity98.
95Relevant is also the common law tort o  passing-if aiming to protect a busi-
ness’ reputaton.
96On the contrary Copyright Law eoes not protect style alone.
97Artcle 39.2 o  the Agreement on Traee-Relatee Aspects o  Intellectual Prop-
erty Rights, 1999 (“The TRIPs Agreement”). 
The eisclosure o  uneisclosee in ormaton is contrary to honest com-
mercial practces, whereas it is not necessary  or this in ormaton to have been given
uneer contract or other  ormal manner.
98See Foster v Mountore (1976) 29 FLR 233, a case o  an anthropologist who
eisclosee in ormaton in his publishee book sharee with him in confeence by Aborigin-
als, the Australian court ruling that this behavior consistee a breach o   confeence un-
eer the common law eoctrine o  confeental in ormaton.
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Sui Generis Solutions
Sui  generis  solutons on the protecton o  TCEs consist  in  either  ineepeneent  laws
specifcally eesignee  or  olklore (sui generis systems) or in aeoptee or ezteneee provi-
sions o  the ezistng IP  ramework so as to comprise elements regareing  olklore (sui
generis measures). These solutons are generally consieeree to be on the raeical siee
o  the literature on the protecton o  TCEs. The reason  or this is that sui generis pro-
posals incluee solutons that contraeict basic concepts o  IP law, such as the unlimitee
term o  protecton ane the subtracton o  public eomain material, which str important
policy issues. 
There are arguments suggestng that sui generis measures can prove very efec-
tve comparee to sui generis systems or protecton uneer ezistng IP law, since they
can potentally balance the interests o  both the eemaneeurs o  protecton ane the
supporters o  classic IP systems through artculatng mieele groune solutons. A rele-
vant ezample is given by the Peruvian sui generis law provieing  or the payment o  a
 ee  or the use o  TCEs that have  allen in the public eomain in the last 20 years, but
not prior to that99.
Although many countries have aeoptee at the natonal level either sui generis
systems, or sui generis measures, there has not been untl now any sui generis law on
the protecton o   olklore at the internatonal level, the reasons being inter alia the lack
o  aee uate  eata  ane legal  ezperiences   rom countries  that  have implementee sui
generis laws, the lack o  consensus on issues o  terminology,  ane the eemane o  a
number o  countries to  urther investgate the possibilites o  protecton through the
ezistng IP regime, consieering the aeopton o  a sui generis law premature100.
99Artcle 13 o  the Peruvian Law No. 27811 o  August 10, 2001
100WIPO Intergovernmental Commitee on Intellectual Property ane Genetc Re-
sources, Traeitonal Knowleege ane Folklore,  Fourth Session, 2002, ‘Elements if a Sui
Generis System fir the Pritectin if Filklire’, Geneva, page 3
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However, there ezist sui generis midel laws on the protecton o   olklore, the
most known among which are the Moeel Provisions o  1982, aeoptee by UNESCO ane
WIPO. Such moeel laws are not en orceable but ofer guieance to the countries inter-
estee in aeoptng relevant provisions at the natonal level. These  alternatves o  sof
law are not without importance, since they proviee the opportunity to reach ee  acto a
certain level o  internatonal uni ormity in eealing with the protecton o   olkloric ez-
pressions. At the same tme, their implementaton creates sources o  valuable in orma-
ton that can be usee to beter uneerstane the partcularites o  the subject mater.
However, the later might prove eifficult, as much as tme consuming. Ineica-
tvely, the IGC  oune that although many countries usee the Moeel Provisions in eraf-
ing internatonal laws on the protecton o  TCEs since their aeopton in the ’80s, there
were only  ew countries actvely utlizing the saie laws ane there ore litle practcal ez-
perience has  been gainee with their  implementaton101.  This  was an IGC survey  o 
2001-2002102, almost 20 years afer the aeopton o  the Moeel Provisions.
The approach of the IGC
The WIPO Intergovernmental Commitee is one o  the most energetc actors in the e -
 orts o  reaching a soluton  or the internatonal protecton o   olklore. Taking this  act
into consieeraton, it is important to  approach its stance. The IGC notably tenes to-
wares supportng sui generis measures, recognizing the  act that ezistng IP laws as
they currently apply eo not suffice alone  or the eesiree protecton. At the same tme,
it stresses the versatlity o  IP law, having been provee  capable o  accommoeatng
solutons  or subject mater seemingly  alling out o  its scope. A characteristc ezample
is the law on eatabases103.  Accoreing to this view, not an entrely new law on protec-
ton is necessary, but rather a creatve ane efficient aeaptaton o  ezistng law. There
101Supra note 36, page 56
102WIPO Intergovernmental Commitee on Intellectual Property ane Genetc Re-
sources, Traeitonal Knowleege ane Folklore, 2001, ‘Survey in Existng Firms if Intel-
lectual Priperty Pritectin fir Traditinal Kniwledge’, Secone Session, Geneva
103Supra note 100, page 14
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 ollows a re erence to some o  the basic principles eiscussee by the IGC on sui generis
systems o  protecton. Interestngly,  some o  them are alreaey incorporatee in the
Moeel Provisions.
The IGC promotes solutons that aeeress policy neees rather than specifc as-
pects o  the subject mater. Such a soluton is the setting up o  a menu o  sui generis
mechanisms,  rom which the TCE holeers can choose accoreing to their neees. In the
same spirit is the proposal o  setting protecton criteria o  general nature that contrary
to specifc criteria, such as originality, novelty, or fzaton, will allow a eesirable restric-
ton o  the scope o  protecton without the known problems. Ezamples involve the re-
 uirement o  an ezistng connecton between a  olkloric ezpression ane a certain traei-
tonal community, as well as the re uirement o  the commercial susceptbility o  the
 olkloric ezpression concernee.
Accoreing to the IGC, a comprehensive sui generis system shoule protect both
material  ane  moral  rights,  as  well  as  ieeally  incorporate  combinee elements   rom
Copyright Law, Relatee Rights ane Ineustrial Property. This is justfee by the eiversity
o  TCEs ane also by their intertwinee nature comprising  eatures that belong both in
the artstc-cultural fele ane in the commercial-ineustrial fele104. Solutons basee on a
sole IP law will inevitably result in the ezclusion o  whole categories o  TCEs  rom the
scope o  protecton. In any case, an integratee sui generis system shoule respect soci-
ety’s interests, thus incluee aee uate ezceptons ane limitatons.
The Model Provisions
The internatonal eiscussion on the protecton o  TCEs which began euring the Seven-
tes105 culminatee in the aeopton in o  the “Moeel Provisions  or Natonal Law on the
Protecton o  Ezpressions o  Folklore Against Illicit Ezploitaton ane Other Prejueicial
Actons” o  1982 (the Moeel Provisions) in a collaboraton o  UNESCO ane WIPO. Al-
though the Moeel Provisions are not an internatonal treaty ane there ore not bine-
104Ieem, page 27
105Supra note 6, page 5
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ing106, they consist the frst complete internatonal sui generis legal tezt on the protec-
ton o   olklore107.
Characteristcally, the Moeel Provisions contain no term o  protecton, which
is stressee108 as a  uneamental eiference between ezistng IP legal systems ane in par-
tcular Copyright. It is ezpressly statee that protecton in perpetuity is justfee by the
benefciary o  protecton being not an ineivieual creator but a community “whise exis-
tence is nit limited in tme”109. In aeeiton, they have taken into account the main ee-
manes on protecton, the inaee uacies o  ezistng IP law, ane the nature o   olklore110,
also establishing aee uate ezceptons ane limitatons, consistent with the acknowleeg-
ment o  society’s interests, as well as o  the  act that a too rigie protecton coule ult -
mately be harm ul  or the  urther eevelopment o  traeiton111. 
106The non-bineing nature o  the Moeel Provisions causee the eisappointment
o  some o  the internatonal actors supportng more raeical solutons  or achieving pro-
tecton.
107WIPO Intergovernmental Commitee on Intellectual Property ane Genetc Re-
sources, Traeitonal Knowleege ane Folklore, 2002, ‘Final Repirt in Natinal Experi-
ences with the Legal Pritectin if Expressiins if Filklire’, Thire Session, page 12
It is however notee (under 21) that the Moeel Provisions have not hae a
signifcant impact on the legislaton o  the WIPO member-states.
108UNESCO-WIPO ‘Midel Privisiins fir Natinal Laws in the Pritectin if Ex-
pressiins if Filklire Against Illicit Expliitatin and Other Prejudicial Acts’, 1982, Cim-
mentary, at 65
109Yet, in the absence o  specifc provisions on the mater, it is assumee that the
ezistng natonal rules o  the statute o  limitatons or prescriptons  or penal sanctons
are applicable. 
110UNESCO-WIPO ‘Midel Privisiins fir Natinal Laws in the Pritectin if Ex-
pressiins if Filklire Against Illicit Expliitatin and Other Prejudicial Acts’, 1982,  Pre-
amble, uneer points 5-14
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The Moeel Provisions contain no eefniton o   olklore, aiming to avoie possible
confict with eefnitons containee in other legal instruments112, but it is clear that they
only protect the artstc heritage o  a community113, albeit both tangible ane intangible,
not re uiring fzaton. The scope o  protecton is eesirably restrictee by the re uire-
ment that the TCE in  ueston consttutes “characteristc element” o  the artstc her-
itage, meaning that it is generally recognizee as representng a eistnct traeitonal her-
itage o  certain community114. 
Protecton is basee on a system o  prior authorizaton115, involving a relevant
aeministratve proceeure ane prohibits any publicaton, reproeucton ane eistributon
111Sectin 4 o  the Moeel Provisions incluees the  ollowing ezceptons: (a) ut-
lizaton  or eeucatonal purposes, (b) utlizaton by way o  illustraton o  the original
work that it is compatble with  air use (c) borrowing  or the creaton o  an original
work,  ane (e)  incieental  utlizaton o  TCEs, inclueing (i)  utlizaton in reportng the
news, within their  in ormatory purpose, ane (ii)  utlizaton by inclusion in a photo-
graph, flm, or television broaecast o  the image a TCE permanently locatee in a public
place. These ezceptons resemble a lot the ones provieee  or in the contezt o  Copy-
right.
112A eescripton is given uneer  Sectin 2 o  the Moeel Provisions reaeing that
“expressiins if filklire mean priductins cinsistng if characteristc elements if the
traditinal artstc heritage develiped ir maintained by a cimmunity if [a ciuntry] ir
by individuals refectng the traditinal artstc expectatins if such a cimmunity”.
113Protecton eoes not incluee traeitonal belie s, the uneerlying events o  leg-
enes, scientfc views ane ezpressions o  a mere practcal nature. However, the term
artstc is broaely meant to incluee all  olkloric ezpressions that might be perceivee as
aesthetcally appealing. 
114However, this general criterion creates a neee  or interpretaton in each inei-
vieual case arises. 
115This system was chosen consieering that subse uent checks woule have neg-
atve conse uences  or both the communites linkee to the TCEs in  ueston ane the
users o  TCEs.
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o  copies o  TCEs, as well as any communicaton to the public o  TCEs, inclueing but not
limitee to any transmission wireless or by wire, ane any public recitaton or per or-
mance116. I  not previously authorizee, the a orementonee acts  all within the meaning
o  illicit expliitatin, provieee that117 they are maee with gain ul intent ane outsiee
their traeitonal or customary contezt118. 
Moreover, certain utlizatons are prohibitee even when authorizaton is not re-
 uiree. These incluee the prohibiton o  any communicaton to the public without re -
erence to the originatng community ane/or specifc territory  rom which the saie  olk-
loric ezpression has been eerivee, provieee that the origin is ezpectee to be known by
the user119. The acknowleegment o  source is a eirect analogy to the right o  atributon
uneer Copyright’s moral rights o  ane it is a vital aspect o  protecton. 
Similarly prohibitee is the inteneee eecepton o  others as to the source o  TCEs
that are presentee to the public as relatng to a certain community when they are
not120, corresponeing to un air competton, ane the inteneee eistorton o  TCEs that
are usee publicly, bearing resemblance with the right o  integrity over the work pro-
vieee uneer moral rights in Copyright Law. 
116UNESCO-WIPO ‘Midel Privisiins fir Natinal Laws in the Pritectin if Ex-
pressiins if Filklire Against Illicit Expliitatin and Other Prejudicial Acts’, 1982, Sec-
ton 3
117These two re uirements neee to be cumulatvely met, meaning (a) that ut-
lizaton o  a given TCE is eeemee law ul i  it is not maee with gain ul intent in its traei-
tonal or customary contezt, (b) that even i  there is no gain ul intent, authorizaton is
re uiree i  utlizaton is to take place out o  the traeitonal or customary contezt, ane
(c) that unauthorizee utlizaton with gain ul intent ane outsiee the boreers o  the orig-
inatng community is e ually prohibitee even  or the members o  this community.
118The Moeel Provisions use the phrase “within the traditinal ir custimary
cintext” meaning the use o  TCEs in their proper  ramework ane in accoreance with
traeitonal practces.
119Ezceptons to this provision incluee cases o  permitee borrowing  or the cre-
aton o  original works ane cases o  incieental utlizaton.
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Accoreing to the Moeel Provisions, responsible  or grantng authorizaton   or
the  law ul  utlizaton  o  TCEs  is “the  cimpetent  authirity  ir  the  cimmunity  cin-
cerned”121. However, there is no re erence to the owner o  rights, which was seen as a
step back by members o  the countries-eemaneeurs122. The choice to re rain  rom reg-
ulatng ownership was mine ul o  the  act that there is a plurality o  legal approaches
concerning the issue123, ane that it is a sensitve mater that shoule be lef to the na -
tonal lawmaker. 
It shoule be notee that the Moeel Provisions eate back in the early tmes o  the
eebate on protecton. By now there is a beter uneerstaneing o  the rights involvee,
the neees ane ezpectatons o  the TCE holeers, ane the legal ane socio-economic reali -
tes o  the communites concernee. There ore, they are in neee o  revision. At the
same tme, a number o  technological aevancements have occurree, to which there is
a neee to respone, so as to proviee efectve protecton in the eigital era124. The WIPO
Draf Provisions consttute a valuable atempt in this eirecton as it will be analyzee be-
low. 
120UNESCO-WIPO ‘Midel Privisiins fir Natinal Laws in the Pritectin if Ex-
pressiins if Filklire Against Illicit Expliitatin and Other Prejudicial Acts’, 1982, Sec-
ton 6.3
121Details  on  cimpetent  authirites  are to  be   oune uneer  Secton 9  o  the
Moeel Provisions, whereas Secton 10 o  the Moeel Provisions regulates proceeural
maters regareing authorizaton.
122Asian-A rican Consultatve Organizaton,  2004, ‘Expressiins if Filklire and
Its Internatinal Pritectin’, New Delhi, Ineia, (AALCO/43/BALI/2004/SD/S 15), page 9
123The choice  to proviee  or  a  cimpetent  authirity  respinds ti cases  (a)  o 
countries which perceive  TCEs originatng  rom a eistnct community as belonging to
the natonal cultural heritage, there ore the relevant rights are managee by the state
ane (b) o  cases o  communites that lack the necessary organizaton ane know-how to
manage aeministratve proceeures (see  supra nite  104,  Commentary on the Moeel
Provisions, at 49).
124Supra note 100, page 10
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The Tsnis Model Law
The “Tunis Moeel Law on Copyright  or Developing Countries”, 1976, was erafee by
UNESCO ane WIPO in the  ace o  the recent then revision o  the Berne Conventon on
July 1971, in oreer to be usee as a tool by the eeveloping countries that wishee to ae-
here to the Conventon125.  The Tunis Moeel Law is essentally Copyright Law with a
broaeenee scope so as to incluee ezpressions o   olklore, which reneers it a sui generis
law. Reporteely, the Tunis Moeel Law has infuencee the copyright legislaton o  many
A rican natons126.
The Tunis Moeel Law ezpressly incluees in its scope “wirks if filklire127” and
eefnes them as “literary, artstc and scientfc wirks created in natinal territiry by
authirs presumed ti be natinals if such ciuntries ir by ethnic cimmunites, passed
frim generatin ti generatin and cinsttutng ine if the basic elements if the tradi-
tinal cultural heritage”.  Similarly to the Moeel Provisions, it is basee on a system o 
prior authorizaton128 ane proviees  or a competent authority in charge o  ezercising
125UNESCO-WIPO, 1976, ‘The Tunis Midel Law in Cipyright fir the Develiping
Ciuntries’, Paris-Geneva, Introeucton, at 2
126Supra note 100, citng P. Kuruk, ‘Pritectng Filklire under Midern Intellectual
Priperty Regimes: A Reappraisal  if the Tensiins  between Individual and Cimmunal
Rights in Africa and the United States’ 48 American University Law Review 769 (1999):
814.
127Artcle 1.3 o  the Tunis Moeel Law on Copyright  or the Developing Countries,
1976. The corresponeing commentary reaes: “filklire is likewise pritected because in
develiping ciuntries natinal filklire cinsttutes an appreciable part if the cultural
heritage and is susceptble if ecinimic expliitatin, the fruits if which shiuld nit be
denied ti thise ciuntries”
128 Ezceptee  rom prior authorizaton are only public enttes using natonal  olk-
lore   or  non-commercial  purposes.  From this  point  o  view,  the  Tunis  Moeel  Law
proviees  or much stricter protecton in comparison with the Moeel Provisions, since it
is impliee that even members o  the community are to re uire authorizaton.
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the  economic  ane moral  rights  over  TCEs,  representng the  people  that  originatee
them.
The Tunis Moeel Law has hae a signifcant input in its tme ane consttutes a
bole proposal that grants to works o   olklore the same level o  copyright protecton as
original works, also encompassing ezclusion  rom the fzaton re uirement129 ane in-
eefnite protecton130. However, the provisions o  the Tunis Moeel Law are in neee o 
revision, so as to to  ollow the legal aevancements on Copyright Law, as well as the
contemporary neees o  traeitonal communites.
The UNESCO Recommendation 
The UNESCO Recommeneaton on the Sa eguareing Protecton o  Traeitonal Culture
ane Folklore o  1989 eeals with the ieentfcaton, conservaton, preservaton, eissemi-
naton ane protecton o   olklore ane the eevelopment o  internatonal co-operaton,
acknowleeging the neee to protect  filklire by means o  Intellectual Property.  Unlike
the Moeel Provisions ane the Tunis Moeel Law, it eoes not proviee  or specifc mea-
sures, but rather sets principles to serve as guieance  or the member states in taking
appropriate acton. 
The UNESCO Recommeneaton servee as a means o  eisseminaton o  the re-
cent then Moeel Provisions ane shoule be seen as a part o  a collectve efort to create
an internatonal  ramework  or the protecton o  TCEs. However, as a component o  the
whole, it seems it is only o  limitee use131, since no specifc maneate is given to UN-
129Secton 1.5bis o  the Tunis Moeel Law on Copyright  or the Developing Coun-
tries, 1976
130Secton 6.2 o  the Tunis Moeel Law on Copyright  or the Developing Coun-
tries, 1976
131However it sets  use ul staneares   or  sa eguareing  olklore, that incluee the
protecton o  privacy ane confeentality o  the transmiter o  traeiton, the aeopton o 
measures  or the sa eguareing o  the collectee material against misuse, ane the re-
sponsibility o  archives to monitor the uses o  the gatheree material.
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ESCO itsel , ane there is no ezplanaton as to the implementaton o  the obligatons it
sets  or the member states. 
The WIPO Draf Provisions
The work o  WIPO’s Intergovernmental Commitee (IGC) in researching, surveying, re-
coreing ane assessing natonal ane regional ezperiences in collaboraton ane in con-
sultaton  with  the  member  states,  traeitonal  communites,  ineigenous  groups  ane
other interestee partes, has culminatee in the Draf Provisions o  2014. They have no
 ormal status, but they are essentally a sui generis system, containing some core mea-
sures  or protecton along with alternatves provieing  or less raeical solutons. Given
this, they eo not ofer a solie ane uni orm protecton proposal, but rather  orm a basis
 or negotatons. 
The Draf Provisions have retainee the basic concepts establishee by the Moeel
Provisions o  1982 ane  urther eevelopee them by segmentng the issues o  protecton
to proviee  or more eetailee measures. These targetee provisions enable a eesirable
narrowing o  the scope o  protecton ane a beter balancing o  the multple interests in-
volvee.  Their purpose132 is to proviee traeitonal communites ane ineigenous groups
the means,  including efectve and accessible  enfircement measures, to  ineicatvely
prevent the misappropriaton ane misuse o  TCEs133 ane to control ways in which they
are usee beyone their traeitonal ane customary contezt.
The restricton o  their scope is achievee through a subjectve criterion, namely
the re uirement that a TCE bears a eirect link or that it  “is distnctvely assiciated
with”  the cultural ane social ieentty ane cultural heritage o  the originatng commu-
132Uneer “Objectves” o  the WIPO Draf Provisions, 2014
133Accoreing to Artcle 1 o  the WIPO Draf Provisions the subject mater o  pro-
tecton are “traditinal cultural expressiins”, characterizee by the collectve contezt in
which they are createe, ezpressee ane maintainee, by their transmission  rom genera-
ton to generaton, by their eynamic nature ane by being the proeuct o  human intel-
lectual actvity.
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nity134. In aeeiton, protecton is to last “as ling as the TCEs fulfll the criteria if eligibil-
ity fir pritectin”135, that is as long as the a orementonee direct link or distnct assici-
atin ezists. There ore, protecton is potentally ineefnite136.
The benefciaries o  protecton137 enjoy the right o  atributon ane the right to
e uitable remuneraton138, as well as ezclusive ane collectve rights139on coneiton that
the TCEs concernee are o  partcular importance  or the benefciaries, i.e. secret or sa-
cree. Ezclusive ane collectve rights incluee the right to grant authorizaton  or or pre-
vent the use o  TCEs, the right o  atributon, the right to protect against misleaeing
uses, the right to prevent eistorton, ane the right to e uitable compensaton  rom use
basee on prior in ormee consent140. 
In  terms  o  ezceptons  ane  limitatons the  Draf Provisions   eature  rather
lengthy measures that contain not only an enumeraton o  proposee ezceptons re-
 erree to as “Specifc Exceptins”, but also the guieing principles that are to be taken
134This provision is similar to the Moeel Provisions’ eligibility criterion re uiring
that TCEs consttute “characteristc elements” o  the community’s traeitonal artstc
heritage.
135Artcle 6.1 o  the WIPO Draf Provisions, 2014
136Uneer Artcle 6.2 o  the WIPO Draf Provisions, 2014, it is provieee that pro-
tecton against “any distirtin, mutlatin ir ither midifcatin ir infringement”  can
be eeterminee as lastng ineefnitely on coneiton that harm was inteneee to the repu-
taton or image o  the benefciaries o  protecton
137Accoreing to  Artcle 2 o  the WIPO Draf Provisions,  2014, benefciaries o 
protecton are the local communites or ineigenous groups that createe the  olkloric ez-
pressions, but the opton that the benefciary is the state is provieee as well.
138Artcle 3.2 ane 3.3 o  the WIPO Draf Provisions, 2014
139Artcle 3.1 o  the WIPO Draf Provisions, 2014, ezpressly recognizing ‘exclus-
ive and cillectve rights’.
140Ieem
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into account in aeoptng relevant measures at the natonal level, callee the “General
Exceptins”141. In general, they contain  amiliar ezamples, such as the permitee use  or
eeucatonal, archival, inspiratonal ane preservaton purposes142. Notably, an ezcepton
to the ezceptons is establishee  or when there is apprehension that a given TCE is
 acee with irreparable harm143 
141The  general exceptins are lef to be eecieee upon by the member states,
provieee that (a) the benefciaries are acknowleegee where possible, (b) the use o 
TCEs is not ofensive or eerogatory to the benefciaries, (c) the use is compatble with
 air use, (e) the use eoes not confict with the normal utlizaton o  the  olkloric ezpres-
sions by the benefciaries, ane (e) the use eoes not unreasonably prejueice the legit-
mate interests o  the benefciaries, taking into account the legitmate interests o  thire
partes (see Artcle 5.1 o  the WIPO Draf Provisions, 2014
142Artcle 5.3 o  the WIPO Draf Provisions, 2014
Uneer Artcle 5.4 permitee in any case is the utlizaton o  TCEs (a) in
official cultural insttutons, archives, libraries  etc (b)  or the creaton o  original works,
(c) that were legally eerivee  rom sources other than the benefciaries, ane (e) that are
known through law ul means outsiee o  the benefciaries community. 
143Artcle 5.2.o  the WIPO Draf Provisions, 2014. 
Although in brackets, specifc re erence is maee to secret or sacree tra-
eitonal cultural ezpressions.
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The European Union Stance 
The European Union (EU) representng its Member States, generally objects to the ae-
opton o  an internatonal instrument o  bineing  orce  or the protecton o  TCEs144. The
opinion o  the EU is that the mater shoule be lef  or natonal legislaton to eeciee
upon, whereas it consieers that there are enough means o  protecton uneer ezistng
internatonal IP law, o  which the potental shoule be  urther ezaminee145. Any regula-
ton on the subject mater o  protecton shoule come   rom recommeneatons rather
than actual legal obligatons146. 
In the last General Assembly o  WIPO147, the EU clearly statee its objecton to
the prioritzaton o  any single instrument, consieering that common uneerstaneing on
basic concepts has not been reachee, ane specifcally on the  uestons o  what is the
subject mater uneer eiscussion, who shoule be the benefciaries ane what is uneer-
stooe by protecton/sa eguareing148.
Europe’s traeitonal communites have been “nitiriiusly silent”149 on the ongo-
ing eiscussion o  the internatonal protecton o   olklore, ane Europe was absent  rom
144The Unitee States o  America, Japan ane Canaea share similar views with the
EU on the subject.
145WIPO Intergovernmental Commitee on Intellectual Property ane Genetc Re-
sources, Traeitonal Knowleege ane Folklore, 2016, ‘Statement in the EU Pripisal fir a
Study’,Thirty Secone Session, Geneva
146Irini Stamatouei ane Paul Torremans (ees), 2014, ‘EU Cipyright Law: A Cim-
mentary’, Elgar Commentaries, UK
147WIPO, 57th General Assembly, 2-10 October 2017, Geneva. 
148WIPO,  2017,  ‘Repirt  in  the  Intergivernmental  Cimmitee  in  Intellectual
Priperty and Genetc Resiurces, Traditinal Kniwledge and Filklire (IGC),’,  EU State-
ment (Item 18), WIPO 57th General Assembly, Geneva
149Supra note 6, page 38
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the list o  regions coveree by the WIPO Fact-Fineing Missions150. It is not to be assumee
that this is owes to absense o  European traeitonal communites. Notable ezamples
incluee the Sami people o  Sweeen, Finlane ane Norway ane the Bas ues o  Spain,
whereas a number o  ethnic subgroups are locatee in several European countries. At
the same tme Europe with its ancient ane eiverse historic backgroune has an abun-
eance o  TCEs worthy o  protecton many o  which are stll practcee toeay, such as the
polyphonic  songs o  the Balkans,  the Greek cyclical  eances,  the Highlane games o 
Scotlane, spring-welcoming rituals all aroune the contnent etc151.
Importantly,  Europe has a long-staneing traeiton o  consieering TCEs as be-
longing in the public eomain, where they can be  reely enjoyee, transmitee ane eevel-
opee by the peoples. This has been mani estee several tmes by the EU in the eiscus-
sions on protecton, characteristcally statng that “the free access ti and mivement if
filklire within [the] variius Euripean sicietes has been enciuraged deliberately  [by
the EU] and the picture if tiday deminstrates that filklire is alive and well152“. Ineeee,
the European area is a mosaic o  cohabitng cultures which have infuencee one an-
other, yet retaining their ineivieuality ane contnuing to eevelop through tme. 
Furthermore, the EU eoes not consieer the ezploitaton o  TCEs by persons out-
siee the originatng community as being harm ul, even when eone so in a commercial
scale, but on the contrary as being benefcial, “stmulat[ing] cultural exchange and fis-
ter[ing]  regiinal  identtes153”.  The reasoning behine this  is  that  the -even massive-
150Ieem
151Citee among reasons  or the eistancing o  the European traeitonal communi-
tes are sel -ieentfcaton issues. A large part o  ethnic or otherwise eefnee subgroups
o  Europe eo not ieent y themselves as traeitonal communites ane/or eo not  uali y
as such, having been integratee to the ineustrializee environments in which they re-
siee. 
152WIPO, 2002, ‘Writen Submissiin fir Filklire frim the Euripean Cimmunity
and its Member States fir the 3rd WIPO Intergivernmental Cimmitee in Genetc Re-
siurces, Traditinal Kniwledge and Filklire’, Geneva, page 1
153Ieem 
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commercial ezploitaton o  TCEs ultmately leaes to an increase o  the public’s ability to
ieent y authentc  olkloric ezpressions, ane also raises their commercial value. Empha-
sis is aeeee to the  act that not only will the aevocatee protecton hineer ezchange ane
interacton between cultures, but it will also leae to uneesirable monopolies with nega-
tve efects on the market. Those who will choose protecton will unavoieably be  acee
with monopoly claims  rom other regions154.
In conclusion, the reasons behine the oppositon o  the EU to aeoptng a bine-
ing internatonal legal instrument shoule be sought on the one hane in the  uneamen-
tal eiferences o  the legal traeitons o  Europe to some o  the core concepts that have
been evolvee aroune the protecton o  TCEs, as is primarily the protecton o  public eo-
main material, ane on the other hane in the economic importance o  Intellectual Prop-
erty as a commercial commoeity with consieerable revenue· any change to the current
legal  ramework will consieerably afect ezistng IP rights o  multple actors ane create
market turbulence.
Existing EU Legislation
Currently,  there are  no IP  staneares  specifcally  eirectee at  the protecton o  TCEs
within the European Union. However, there is a number o  ezistng IP rules which can
potentally be usee to this ene, ane specifcally the Intellectual Property EU Directves.
It is notee that the EU promotes the utlizaton o  ezistng rules  or the purpose o  pro-
tectng TCEs, ane namely traeemarks, ineustrial eesigns, ane geographical ineicatons,
along with the concepts o  un air competton, ane through neighboring rights155. On
the contrary, it rejects protecton uneer Copyright Law ane copyright-basee sui generis
instruments, consieering their principles to be inherently incompatble with the nature
o   olklore, causing a number o  implementaton problems156.
154Ieem 
155Ieem, page 3
156Among these are copyright’s re uirement  or an ieentfable author versus
the eifficultly to trace the creator o  a  olkloric ezpression, the grantng o  ezclusive
rights to ineivieuals versus the ineeterminate number o  people “owning” a  olkloric
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As regares the protecton o  TCEs uneer ezistng EU legislaton,  it  shoule be
notee that, as is the case o  internatonal IP legislaton, it is only ineirect. Such protec-
ton is provieee primarily uneer neighboring rights, through the so callee “Rental ane
Leneing Directve” o  November 1992157. The saie Directve eoes not contain a specifc
eefniton o  per orming artsts, there ore nothing in the Directve prevents the mem-
ber states  rom aeoptng specifc provisions to incluee TCEs. In aeeiton, phonograms
incluee recoreings o  any kine, there ore o  TCEs as well.  However, the right-holeer
woule be the per ormer or the phonogram proeucer ane not the community, whereas
the protectee subject mater woule be the per ormance ane the recoreing respectvely
ane not the per ormee or recoreee TCEs.
Ineirect protecton can be similarly obtainee uneer the “Data base Directve158”
which proviees no restrictons as  to the content  o  a eatabase,  there ore inclueing
TCEs. Again, the owner o  rights is the maker o  the eatabase, whereas the contents o 
the eatabase are not protectee per se. Data bases are protectee as intellectual cre-
atons by reason o  the selecton ane arrangement o  their contents, but each o  the
contents is subject to the general copyright protecton criteria159.
Another opton  or protecton is given by the “Term Directve160”, which uneer
Artcle 4 proviees  or the protecton o  previously unpublishee works. Previously un-
publishee works that are law ully publishee  or the frst tme are grantee protecton
ezpression, the originality re uirement versus the repettve ane imitatve nature o 
 olklore ane others. 
157Council Directve 92/100/EEC o  November 1992 on Rental Right ane on Cer-
tain Rights Relatee to Copyright in the Fiele o  Intellectual Property
158Directve 96/9/EC o  March 1996 on the Legal Protecton o  Data Bases
159WIPO, 2002, ‘Summary in Existng Legislatin Cincerning Intellectual Prip-
erty in Nin-Original Databases’, Staneing Commitee on Copyright ane Relatee Rights,
8th Session, Geneva, page 3
160Directve 2006/116/EC o  December 2006 on the Term o  Protecton o  Copy-
right ane certain Relatee Rights
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even afer the ezpiry o  copyright protecton, that is even afer 70 years afer the eeath
o  the author have passee161. The publisher o  previously unpublishee works receives a
25-year protecton, e uivalent to the economic rights o  the author. Also, uneer Artcle
5 o  the same Directve the opton is given to the member states to grant a 30-year
protecton to “critcal and scientfc publicatins if wirks which have cime inti the
public dimain”, countng  rom the frst law ul publicaton o  such works.
As eemonstratee,  TCEs are not protectee as such, but only partally ane ineir-
ectly. Such a protecton is “fragmented, incimplete and nit partcularly efectve162”.
Although the EU recognizes the importance o  TCEs  or the originatng traeitonal com-
munites, it brings  orware e ually important arguments against internatonal protec-
ton. With the internatonal eiscussion on protecton being at a peak, it remains to be
seen where negotatons will leae to ane whether the EU will review its stance.
161Directve 2011/77/EU o  September 2011 ameneing Directve 2006/116/EC
o  December 2006 on the Term o  Protecton o  Copyright ane certain Relatee Rights,
Artcle 1
162Henry Olson,  1997,  ‘Ecinimic  Expliitatin if  Expressiins  if  Filklire:  The
Euripean  Experience’,  UNESCO-WIPO  Worle  Forum  o  the  Protecton  o  Folklore,
Phuket, Thailane, page 5
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Conclusions and Recommendations
The  internatonal  protecton  o  ezpressions  o   olklore  raises  a  number  o  serious
policy issues. Almost 50 years afer the fst initatves in the ‘70s, the  core issues re-
main unresolvee. The eefniton o  the subject mater, the ratonale ane the means to
achieving protecton, ane a number o  technical issues  or constructng the appropriate
legal instrument are stll central in the internatonal eebate. It seems that the concep-
tual eiferences between the eemaneeurs o  protecton ane the countries opposing it,
such as the USA, the EU ane Japan, are eifficult to briege, eespite the serious eforts o 
WIPO ane UNESCO. The length ane the areuousness o  the negotatons are relevant to
cultural,  social  ane economic  eiviees, but importantly relate to major economic in-
terests concerning IP rights.
Up to now there has  been general  acknowleegment o  the neee o  certain
countries to protect the  olkloric ezpressions atachee to their ieentty, involving moral
ane economic consieeratons. Also, it has become clear that ezistng legislaton eoes
not suffice  or the protecton o   olklore, but also that the proposee solutons cannot
completely eisregare ezistng legal concepts ane principles. As always, eztremes can-
not ofer plausible solutons ane cannot be consieeree to be realistc optons. Consen-
sus over the eefniton o  the subject mater ane the objectves o  protecton are sine
 ua non coneitons  or the  ormaton o  a soune soluton. Moreover, an eztensive eval-
uaton o  the IP tools as to their limits ane potental is necessary, as well as an assess-
ment o  their actual value in relaton to the neees o  the benefciaries o  protecton.
The later is a vital coneiton so as to eesign efficient ane efectve protecton. I 
the proceeures ane concepts trans erree to the traeitonal communites ane ineige-
nous groups concernee are irrelevant to their realites ane their actual capacites, then
protecton will remain a “paper tger”. More importantly, given that protecton is ei -
 erentatee  rom sa eguareing, thus it is inteneee to grant en orceable ezclusive rights
over the use o  TCEs, inevitably the economic purpose o  protecton becomes the  ocal
point. In view o  this, it is crucial, to consieer protecton not only  rom a perspectve o 
 airness, but also -ane even primarily- as a means o  empowering the benefciaries
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that largely consist o  economically uneereevelopee or culturally suboreinate popula-
tons. 
Copyright-like protecton appears to be weaker to this ene in comparison with
other moeels basee on traeemark law, ineustrial eesigns, geographical ineicatons ane
competton law. As seen analytcally, Copyright has more implementaton problems
 or TCEs. On the contrary, traeemark-like163 protecton systems seem to beter aeeress
the partcularites o  TCEs, or more precisely, to operate regareless the saie partculari-
tes. More importantly they are by eesign capable o  motvatng the communites con-
cernee to create sustainable TCE-basee sources o  income, in the long run contributng
to the improvement o  their socioeconomic environments. Between copyright-like pro-
tecton ane traeemark-like protecton there is an analogy o  passiveness versus actve-
ness.  Traeemark-like  protecton  promotes  localism  through  entrepreneurship  ane
know-how, eventually creatng capacity, insteae o  just creatng rules.
Although  the  cultural  ineustry  is  an  internatonal  ineustry  ane internatonal
protecton woule be more efficient, it is eebatable whether an internatonal bineing le-
gal instrument is presently the optmal soluton, given the serious objectons by a num-
ber o  countries. In any case, it is eoubtul whether reluctant countries woule actually
implement relevant legislaton, especially i  their policy regareing minority populatons
in their territory contraeicts the general ieea o  protectng ane promotng the cultural
heritage o  the saie minorites. Perhaps, then, moeel laws ane recommeneatons are
pre erable, at least at this stage. Despite the  act that they eo not guarantee interna-
tonal en orceability, they can  orm a minimum o  internatonal uni ormity ane set ju-
eicial norms  or cases o  in ringement. At the same tme, coees o  coneuct  or market
branches closely relatee to ezpressions o   olklore may also prove partcularly use ul.
The WIPO IGC’s notable eforts have contributee signifcantly in clari ying ane
eocumentng the key issues o  protecton, as well as mapping its objectves ane princi-
ples. As  or now, the IGC contnues its tezt-basee negotatons with the objectve o 
163‘Traeemark-like protecton’ is  meant here as inclueing geographical  ineica-
tons, ineustrial eesigns ane competton law principles as well.
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reaching an agreement on an internatonal legal instrument164. A number o  countries
consieer such an acton premature ane have re uiree  urther ezaminaton o  a number
o  issues, as ineicatvely the objectves o  protecton ane the relatonship with the pub-
lic eomain.  However, the IGC seems to think that there has been enough progress
maee,  so as to consieer the possibility o  convening a eiplomatc con erence in its
 orthcoming General Assembly o  2019 to eeciee on the aeopton o  an internatonal
legal instrument165. In the ene, how close we are to this nezt step, will eepene on the
will o  the member states.
164WIPO Intergovernmental Commitee on Genetc Resources, Traeitonal Know-
leege  ane  Folklore,  2017,   'Mandate  201-/2019',  Assemblies  o  Member  States  o 
WIPO, Fify-Seventh Session, Geneva, uneer (a)
165Ieem, uneer (e)
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